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Abstract

This report documents w"rent progress in exploring active balance for dynamic legged systems. The
purpose of this research is to establish a foundation of knowledge that can lead both to the construyon of
useful legged vehicles and to a better understanding of legged locomotion as it exists in natu.reWe have

made progress in five areas:

(') * Balance in 3D can be achieved with a very simple control system. The control system has three
separate parts, one that controls forward running velocity, one that controls body attitude, and one -"

that controls hopping height. Experiments with a physical 3D machine that hops on just one leg
show that it can hop in place, travel at a specified rate, follow simple paths, and maintain balance
when disturbed. Top recorded running speed was 2.2 m/sec (4.8 mph). The 3D control
algorithms are direct generalizations of those used earlier in 2D, with surprisingly little additional
complication.-

-A Computer simulations of a simple multi-legged system suggest that many of the concepts that are
useful in understanding locomotion with one leg can be used to understand locomotion with
several legs. A planar model with two legs trots and bounds with the same three pan control
decomposition used fbr the one-legged systems. Our most exciting result was to find a particular
case for which the model bounds with ha c ontrolled independently, and without the need
for active control of body awtud...

L) We have designed a four-legged running machine in order to experiment with balance in systems

with more than one leg. The machine is arranged like a large dog, with narrow hips, and a long
body. While the leg design for this system is more complicated than our previous designs, the
machi) is very much like four 3D hopping machines connected by a common frame. Our

__b j non is to study the trot, the rack the gallop and the bound, and a number of gaits that are not
( -normally used by natural quadrupeds.

* We have begun to study gait in terms of coupled oscillations. --Te question is, "Are gait
transitions the result of explicit changes in control, or are they c es in the modal behavior of
an oscillating mechanical system?" We do not, -an swer yet, but we have made progress in
exploring this question with a planar model. -,We have found that changes in the ratio of leg
stiffness to hip stiffness change the pattern of rocking and swaying motions.

* #For legged systems to be maneuverable, they must be able to traverse arbitrary paths in the
horizontal plane. A useful component in accomplishing this goal is the ability for a legged system

.. to travel a path 1 curvature. We describe simple methods that permit a simulated 3D
one-legged syston\to travel along paths of varying curvature. They depend on jointly
manipulating the p" t of the foot on each step, and the speed of forward motion.

The report closes with a collection of partially formulated ideas that should stimulate more thinking and lead
to further work,..4.
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1. Introduction and Summary

Humans and animals use their legs to locomote with great mobility, but we do not yet have a full
understanding of how they do so. One sign of our ignorance is the lack of man-made vehicles that use legs to
obtain high mobility. A legged vehicle might someday travel in difficult terrain, where softness or bumpiness

g. makes wheeled and tracked vehicles ineffective. A component of mobility is the ability to balance. Balance
* permits a system to move quickly on a narrow base of support, and with intermittent support. Through the

research reported here we address both the scientific problem of understanding how living systems achieve
balance and control when they run, and the engineering problem of how to build useful legged vehicles.

Our research strategy has been to focus on the problems of balance and dynamic stability, while postponing . -

until later the study of gait and coupling among many legs. To do this we have modeled, simulated, and built
a number of systems that hop and balance on just one leg. In the one-legged regime balance is of paramount
importance, while coordination and coupling are not important. A secondary strategy has been to examine
systems with springy legs, so that we might better understand the role of the resonant bouncing motion that is
characteristic of dynamic legged systems.

Our research during the past year has had two main thrusts. One thrust was to extend the results originally
obtained for a planar one-legged system to the 3D case. Iis was done with computer simulations and
physical experiments on a 3D one-legged hopping machine. The other thrust was to explore the problem of
locomoting on more than one leg. A simple model that represents the lateral half of a quadruped trots and
bounds in simulation, and we have designed a four-legged running machine for experiments. The remainder
of this report is a collection of six separate papers that describe these projects. They are summarized here:

1.1 3D Experiments

In order to explore the role of balance in legged locomotion, we are studying systems that hop and run on one
springy leg. Previous work showed that relatively simple algorithms can balance a system on one leg when it
is constrained mechanically to operate in a plane (Raibert, 1984; Raibert and Brown, 1984). Here we have
generalized the approach to a 3D one-legged machine that runs and balances on an open floor without
physical support. We decomposed control of the machine into three separate parts: one that controls vertical
hopping height, one that controls forward running velocity, and a third that controls attitude of the body.

Experiments showed that this control scheme, while surprisingly simple to implement, is powerful enough to
permit hopping in place, running at a desired rate, and travel along a simple path. These algorithms that
control locomotion in 3D are direct generalizations of those used in 2D, with very little additional

compkUom €oI%1 F,.
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Figore 1-2: Planar two-legged model running with a bounding gait. Each leg of the model is controlled
independently to regulate hopping height and forward velocity. The body rocks back and forth in a
passively stabilized oscillation, with very little up and down motion of the center of gravity. When
running is initiated there is a random pattern of rocking, but it soon stabilizes. TOP: The tarton shows
behavior when running at about 4 m/sec. MIDDLE: Attitude of body. BOTFOM: Altitude of body.

During trotting the two legs move in unison and there is very little pitching motion of the body. The control
system that generates trotting:

1. Uses the sum of the leg thrusts during stance to regulate desired hopping height.
2. Uses the difference in leg thrusts to control attitude of the body.
3. Uses hip torque during stance to control forward velocity.

C. 4. Uses the position of the feet at touch-down to balance the system.

In a bound the legs act alternately, with each support phase separated by a flight phase. The control system
that generates bounding is very similar to that used for trotting, with one exception: no action is taken
specifically to control the attitude of the body or its pitching motions. The body pitches back and forth in a
passively stabilized motion. While we do not yet fully understand the mechanism responsible for the stability
of this oscillation, it seems to hold for a wide range of model parameters and running speeds.

1.3 A Running Machine with Four Legs

While experimentation with one-legged systems has taught us a great deal about balance and dynamics in
locomotion with a minimum of unnecessary complication, we are eager to extend our experiments to the
multi-legged case. The power of the one-legged results will receive the acid test when we attempt to
generalize them to the control of machines that run and balance on several legs.
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Figre 1-3: Diagram of machine under construction for eperiments on balance in multi-legged systes
that run. The machine will be about 1.0 m long. 0.6 rn tall to the hip, and will weigh 35 kg. It is roughly
the size and shape of a large dog.

The machine we have designed for these experiments will be very much like four one-legged machines,

connected by a common frame. We have imitated the design of quadrupeds found in nature by spacing the
hips very close together in the lateral direction, about 0.4 L. and rather far apart in the longitudinal direction,

about 1.2 L, where L is the length of the leg. Although the leg retains use of an air spring to recover hopping

energy as did our previous legs, it has been substantially redesigned to meet the additional demands of

multi-legged operation. Like our previous designs, the four-legged running machine will carry neither its own - .

power supply nor computing.

1.4 Is Gait a Coupled Oscillation?

When animals run at different speeds they use different patterns to coordinate the motion of their legs. These

patterns are called gails. Is gait the fundamental driving pattern for a legged system, or is it merely the

observable behavior of a dynamic system constrained by the task of locomotion? This is the question we want

to answer.

The idea is that the various gaits we observe in animals could be mechanically coupled oscillations that result

when a legged system operates in an efficient manner. The rate of travel, stiffness of the hips, load supported

S. . .. . . . .. . .
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Figure 1-4: Gait a a coupled oslation. The plaar two-legged model has thee modes of oscillatio-
bouncing, rocking, and swaying.

. by the legs, and contour of the ground are each factors that should influence the manner in which the legs
oscillate, and the timing relationship between their oscillations. At the heart of this idea is the notion that the
gait is dominated by the mechanics of the legged system, rather than by the control. Four competing
hypotheses guide our thinking:

" The control system determines the pattern and timing of each limb's motion.
" The control system switches from one mode to another when it is efficient to do so.

'I. " The control system adjusts mechanical parameters when increasing speed, with resulting changes
p in the pattern of oscillation.

" The mechanical system switches oscillation modes as speed changes, with fixed mechanical
parameters.

.14 To examine this question we use a planar model that has two springy legs attached to a rigid body. The model
has three modes of oscillation: bouncing, rocking, and swaying, as shown in Fig. 1-4. Analysis and computer
simulations of the model show that the bouncing and the rocking modes are coupled. The ratio of the
stiffness of the hips to that of the legs determines the pattern of rocking and swaying. We have not yet shown
that this coupling represents gait-like behavior.

. .-
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Figure 1-5: Simulated 3D one-legged machine running in circles. A constant lateral offset of the foot
coupled with constant forward velocity, produces a constant radius of curvature.

1.5 Path Control ..

The ability to traverse an arbitrary path in the horizontal plane will be an important milestone for dynamic

legged systems, if they are to achieve maneuverability and to avoid obstacles in their paths. To follow an

arbitrary path it is necessary to control both the speed and direction of travel. We have not yet learned how to

follow an arbitrary path, but in this section we describe simple methods that permit a simulated 3D one-

legged system to generate paths of varying curvature and speed.

1.6 Legged Locomotion Vignettes

We have collected together ideas about legged locomotion, that have occurred to us over the past several

years. Some of these ideas set the stage for work we plan to do in our laboratory. The sections on Locomotion

Algorithmsfor N Legs and Foot Placement for Leaping fall into this category. Other sections present ideas

that are not well formulated, and indeed, may turn out to be wrong. None of the ideas presented in this

chapter is backed by experimental data or careful analysis. The purpose of collecting these discussions here is

to provide an open repository for our developing thoughts where they can get some air, criticism, and perhaps

stimulate better ideas.
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2. Experiments with a 3D One-Legged Hopping
Machine

Marc H. Raibert, H. Benjamin Brown, Jr., and Michael Chepponis

2.1 Abstract

In order to explore the role of balance in legged locomotion, we are studying systems that hop and run on one
springy leg. Previous work has shown that relatively simple algorithms can achieve balance on one leg for the

special case of a system that is constrained mechanically to operate in a plane (Raibert, 1984; Raibert and
Brown, 1984). Here we generalize the approach to a 3D one-legged machine that runs and balances on an

open floor without physical support. We decompose control of the machine into three separate parts: one
part that controls forward running velocity, one part that controls attitude of the body, and a third part that

controls hopping height. Experiments with a physical 3D one-legged hopping machine showed that this
control scheme, while simple to implement, is powerful enough to permit hopping in place, running at a
desired rate, and travel along a simple path. These algorithms that control locomotion in 3D are direct
generalizations of those used in 2D, with surprisingly little additional complication.

2.2 Introduction

The ability to balance actively is a key ingredient in the mobility observed in natural legged systems, and

could be an important factor in man-made legged systems yet to be developed. Actively stabilized legged
systems can move on a narrow base of support, permitting travel where obstacles are closely spaced or where
the support path is narrow. Systems that balance need not be supported all the time, and may therefore use
support points that are widely separated or erratically placed. This ability to place the feet on just those
locations that provide good support increases the types of terrain a legged system can negotiate. Biological

legged systems routinely operate with narrow base and intermittent support to traverse terrain too difficult for
existing wheeled or tracked vehicles.

While the potential advantages of active stability and intermittent support may have been recognized for

• . some time (Manter, 1938: McGhee and Kuhner, 1969: Frank, 1970; Gubina, 1972; Vukobratovic, 1973)
progress in building legged systems that employ such principles has been retarded by the perceived difficulty
of the task. As a result, much of the previous work on walking machines has taken a quasi-static approach,
operating at low velocity with continuous and broad-based support (Frank, 1968; Bessonov and Umnov,
1973; McGhee and Buckett, 1977; Hirose and Umetani, 1980; Sutherland, 1983). These devices have four or

six legs, with at least three legs providing support at all times.

Our previous work has shown experimentally that it is possible to control a dynamic legged system that

balances actively as it hops and runs (Raibert and Brown, 1984). However, the apparatus of those

P -A" .-° °° -° % _% . o -° % , o °o - , ° . , -. • -= % ,o , - % - . .r. - .. . °" .. ' - " , . ' . .-.. .



experiments was a planar device, that was constrained mechanically to move with just three degrees of

freedom. Useful locomotion takes place in 3 dimensional space, where motion with six degrees of freedom is

possible. In this paper we present algorithms that control a legged system that balances as it hops and runs in
3D. and experimental data that characterize the performance. These experiments show that, in the context of

a hopping machine with a single springy leg, the control problem need not be difficult at all. A very simple

set of algorithms is sufficient to control the machine as it hops in place, as it travels from point to point under
velocity or position control, and as it responds to external mechanical disturbances. The control algorithms

are direct generalizations of those used in 2D.

2.2.1 Background

Previous work on balance began with Cannon's control of inverted pendulums that rode on a small powered
truck (Higdon and Cannon, 1963). His experiments included balance of a single pendulum, two pendulums

-: -'one atop the other, two pendulums side by side, and a long limber pendulum. Their technique was to control
- the tipping moments by manipulating the point of support with state feedback. Hemami and his co-workers

(Golliday and Hemami. 1977; Hemami and Golliday, 1977; Hemami and Farnsworth, 1977; Ceranowicz,
1979; Hemami. 1980), Vukobratovic and his co-workers (Vukobratovic and Stepaneko. 1973; Vukobratovic

and Okhotsimskii, 1975), and others (Frank, 1970; Bessonov and Umnov, 1973: Bcletskii and Kirsanova,
1976) have studied the dynamic characteristics of a variety of multi-link legged models that walk in
simulation. In each case the models balance while maintaining continuous contact with the support surface.

Kato et al. (1981) have studied quasi-dynamic walking in the biped. In their experiments a 40 kg biped with

-- 10 hydraulically driven degrees of freedom, temporarily destabilizes itself in order to transfer support from
one large foot to the other. It uses a pre-recorded sequence of motions to do this. Miura and Shimoyama
(1980) have built a number of small electrically powered walking bipeds that balance using tabular control
schemes. Their most advanced device, called the stilt biped, walks on two small feet while balancing in 3D. It

has three actuated degrees of freedom that permit each leg to move fore and aft, to move sideways, and to lift
slightly off the floor. It walks with a pronounced shuffling gait.

* Systems with a ballistic phase have also been studied. Seifert (1%7) explored the idea of using a large
pogostick for transportation on the moon, where low gravity would permit very long hops. He proposed

using a moment exchange gyroscope to reorient the body in flight. Matsuoka (1979) analyzed 2D hopping in
,. humans with a one-legged model. He derived a time-optimal state feedback controller that stabilized his

"4' model, assuming that the leg could be treated as massless, and that the stance period could be of very short

duration. Matsuoka (1980) also implemented a physical planar one-legged hopping machine that operated in

a very low-g environment by lying on a table inclined 100 from the horizontal.

Originally motivated by the conceptual similarity between a pogostick and a leg, Raibert and his co-workers

studied planar systems that hop and balance on one springy leg (Raibert, 1984: Raibert and Wimberly, 1984;

Raibert and Brown, 1984) . They found that for a system constrained to operate in 2D, control could be
decomposed into three separate and very simple parts: one to control forward running velocity, one to

*' .,: ..

i..., -.... -
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maintain the body in an erect posture, and one to regulate hopping height. These three parts of the control
system were each synchronized to the ongoing activity of the hopping machine. This decomposition of the
balance problem resulted in a particularly simple control design, and it provided a framework within which
one can think about more complicated problems in locomotion.

In this paper we extend these results for a 2D system to a system that balances in 3D. The main result is that
very simple algorithms are adequate to control the locomotion of a one-legged machine that hops and runs in
3D. The 3D control algorithms are direct extensions of the 2D algorithms, relying on the same three-part
decomposition. The sections. that follow describe the physical hopping machine that was used for
experiments, they review the 2D control algorithms and describe their generalization to 3D, and they present
experimental data that illustrate the system's ability to balance and run under a variety of conditions.

2.3 3D Hopping Machine

The hopping machine shown in Fig. 2-1 was designed for experiments on balance in three dimensions. The
main parts are a springy leg and a body, connected by a gimbal-type hip. Actuators control the orientation of
the leg with respect to the body, and the axial thrust delivered by the leg. Sensors provide state information
from the hip, leg, and body to a control computer located nearby in the laboratory.

The body consists of a lightweight platform and roll cage, on which are mounted sensors, valves, actuators,
and interface electronics. The ratio of moment of inertia of the body to that of the leg is about 6.5:1. This
relatively high ratio ensures that movement of the leg during flight does not severely disturb the attitude of
the body. The center of mass of the body is located very close to the hip, so the only moments acting on the
body are those generated by the hip actuators. A pair of free gyroscopes mounted on the body provide
measurements of the roll pitch, and yaw angles of the body with respect to fixed space. The roll cage protects
the hopping machine when it falls over, and also provides convenient handles during experiments.

The leg is a double acting air cylinder. The arrangement of pneumatic cylinder, pressure regulator, and check

valve forms an air spring that absorbs energy when the leg shortens under external load, and supplies energy
when the leg lengthens. It is storage and recovery of energy in this air spring that transfers the kinetic energy
from one hop to the next hop, thereby reducing the cost of continuous hopping. The upper chamber of the
pneumatic cylinder that forms the leg actuator, is connected to a pressure regulator that maintains its
minimum pressure. This regulator was set to values between 40 and 75 psi for the present set of experiments.,
A check valve permits the pressure to increase when the leg is compressed, without forcing air back through
the systen

The hopping motion is produced by the flow of compressed air to and from the lower chamber of the leg
actuator. A pair of 2-way solenoid valves permits this chamber to be pressurized to 80 psi or exhausted.
When it is pressurized it causes the piston to move upward and the leg to shorten, and when it is exhausted it
causes the piston to move downward and the leg to lengthen. The timing of pressure and exhaust are chosen

, .. ._.•. . .- "
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Figure 2-1: Diagram of 3D one-legged machine used for experiments. It has two primary parts: a body
and a leg. The body is made of an aluminum frame, on which are mounted hip actuators, valves.
gyroscopes, and computer interface electronics. The leg is a pneumatic cylinder with a padded foot at

one end, and a linear poteniometer at the other end. Two two-way pneumatic valves control the flow of -.

compressed air to and from the lower end of the leg actuator. A pressure regulator and check valve
control the pressure in the upper end of the leg actuator. The leg is springy because air trapped in the
leg actuator compresses when the leg shortens. The leg is connected to the body by a gimbal-type hip.
with two degrees of'freedom. A pair of low friction hydraulic actuators powered by pressure control -
servo valves acts between the leg and body to determine the hip angles. Sensors measure the length of 41

the leg, the length and velocity of each hydraulic actuator, contact between the foot and the floor, "-'
pressures in the leg air cylinder, and the pitch, roll and yaw angles of the body. Analog measurements ..

are digitized on the machine and transmitted to the control computer over a parallel bus. An umbilical
cable connects the machine to hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical power supplies, and to the control
computer, all of which are located nearby in the laboratowy

to excite the spring-mass oscillator formed by the leg and body. Peak to peak amplitude of body oscillation N .,

under ideal conditions varied between 0.02 and 0.5 m, with corresponding bouncing frequencies of about 3.0

to 1.5 per second. Over this range of bouncing frequencies the stance period is nearly constant, varying by

only a few percent, as expected for a spring-mass system.
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A rubber cushion is attached to the lower end of the leg actuator rod to form a foot. The area of the foot that
contacts the ground is only about 1 cm2. providing a good approximation to a point support. 1"he coefficient
of friction between the foot and the floor in our laboratory is about 0.6. The foot has a built-in switch that
tells the control computer when there is contact with the ground. 'The upper end of the actuator rod carries a
wiper that forms the moving element of a linear potentiometer used to measure the length of the leg.

The leg and body are connected by a gimbal joint that forms a hip. A pair of linear hydraulic actuators
controls the angles between the body and the leg. These hip actuators use only low pressure seals, and a leaky
piston to provide very low static friction. Each hip actuator has a pressure control servo valve, a linear
potentiometer, and a linear tachometer. The control computer servos the length of these actuators, and
therefore the angles between leg and body, with a pair of linear servos:

fAt) = K.,(w-w+K( 1  (2.1)

where

fh(t) is the force generated by the ith actuator,
w., w. w are the length, the desired length, and velocity of the ith actuator,
I , Kv  are position and velocity gains.

Using this servo, a full sweep of the leg takes approximately 70 msec. This arrangement of body, leg. hip, and
actuators provides a means to control the position of the foot and the hip torque needed to balance the system
during locomotion.

Data from the sensors mounted on the hopping machine are digitized and transmitted to the control
computer over a digital bus. These sensors include the gyroscopes, the hip actuator potentiometers and
tachometers, the leg length potentiometer, the foot switch, and the leg pressure sensors. These sensory data
are used not only to control the machine, but also to record and analyze its behavior. The umbilical cable that

carries the digital communication bus also carries hydraulic power for the hip actuators, compressed air that
drives the hopping motion, and DC power for sensors and electronics.

To make the machine balance while traveling from place to place, the control algorithms position the foot
during flight and correct the body attitude during stance, During flight the control computer chooses a

: forward position for the foot appropriate to the machine's rate of travel. During stance the control computer
.* generates torques at the hip to maintain an upright body posture. The resulting control system produces

running at rates of up to 2.2 m/sec (4.8 mph) with strides of up to 0.79 m. General operation of the machine is
shown in Fig. 2-2 by a sequence of photographs taken in one stride.

2.4 Control Algorithms

In this section we describe the algorithms examined for hopping and balance in the 3D machine. Since these

algorithms were formulated by generalizing from the 2D machine, we also review the 2D algorithms.
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2.4.1 Forward Velocity

The position of the foot when it first touches the ground on each step, has a powerful influence on the
accelerations the system will experience during the impending support period. The algorithm that controls
forward velocity must choose a position for the foot that will generate the proper accelerations. The algorithm
studied here uses two factors to find a good position for the fool One factor is the forward velocity of the
system. It is used to find a nominal foot position that would generate zero net acceleration during the support
period. The other factor is the forward velocity error. It is used to calculate a displacement of the foot from
the nominal position that will accelerate the system as required. Accelerations are required to stabilize the
forward velocity against errors, and to generate desired changes in running velocity. The nominal foot
position and displacement of the foot combine to specify where the control system will place the foot.

4

'I I S l.-.' ''

Figre 2-3: When the foot is placed in the center of the CG-print. there is a symmetrical motion.
Running from left to right, the left-most drawing shows the configuration just before the foot touches the
ground, the center drawing shows the configuration when the leg is maximally compressed, and the " "
right-mos drawing shows the configuration just after the foot looses contact with the ground.

The method used to find a nominal foot position that will not accelerate the system depends on producing a
symmetrical pattern of motion during the stance phase. During stance, when the foot is touching the ground,
the one-legged system is like an inverted pendulum. An inverted pendulum may be kept from tipping over
by manipulating the position of the support point with respect to the center of mass in such a way that every . .

tipping motion to one side is compensated by an equal tipping motion to the other side. For a legged system
to balance, the control system can position the foot so that there are equal amounts of forward and rearward
tipping, and symmetric horizontal forces acting on the ground. . ,

Like the inverted pendulum, a legged system tips and accelerates when its point of support is not located
directly below its body. The acceleration magnitude is a function of the horizontal displacement of the
support point from the center of mass. A legged system will undergo no net forward acceleration during
stance, when the trajectory of the foot with respect to the center of mass is symmetrical about a vertical line

%..- .. ... ..
" ",, , . ."
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passing through the center of mass. Figure 2-3 shows such a symmetrical motion for a planar one-legged
system. When this symmetry is achieved, the body spends about the same amount of time in front of the foot

as it spends behind the foot, so the tipping moments are balanced. The horizontal components of the leg

thrust. determined by the leg spring and the angle of the leg to the vertical, are balanced in a similar manner. -

The forward speed of the system does not change because the horizontal component of the thrust delivered by
the leg to the ground averages to zero throughout the stance phase. ,4'

--. 4o%

'0V

A B C "-

Figure 2-4: Behavior when foot is displaced from the center of the CG-print A: When foot is placed in
the center of the CG-pnnt the system tips neither forward nor backward, and it does not change its
forward running velocity. B: When foot is placed toward the rear of CG-print. the body tips and
accelerates forward during stance. C: When foot is place toward the front of CG-print. the body tips
backward and decelerates during stance. Horizontal lines indicate the CG-print for each case.

In order to achieve symnnetry of this sort in the one-tegged system, the control algorithm estimates the locus
of points over which the center of gravity will travel during the next stance period. We call this locus the
CG-prini, in analogy to a footprint. The length of the CG-pint is the product of the average forward velocity
and the duration of stance. The desired symmetry is obtained when the foot is placed in the center of the
CG-print.

The control system produces accelerations by placing the foot a distance away from the center of the CG-

print. See Fig. 2-4. Placing the foot forward of the center of the CO-print causes the system to spend more
time during stance with the body behind the point of support than in front of it. This creates a net backward

tipping moment, a net rearward force on the body, and rearward acceleration. Placing the foot behind the
center of the CG-print causes the body to spend more time in front of the point of support, creating a net
forward acceleration. The algorithm implemented here uses a linear function of velocity errors to calculate
displacement of the foot. It uses foot placement to generate these accelerations when the forward velocity
deviates from its desired value, or when there is a need to change running speed.

The equations that were used to control forward velocity for the 2D case are given in terms of the variables
defined in Fig. 2-5. Calculate a desired foot position as a function of the forward velocity and the velocity
error

%~
.. ;."-" -."
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Sis

x T
X, - + K(i-i d) (2.2)

2

A where forth

.X,.A is the desired forward position for the foot,
x, xd  are the forward and desired forward velocity, and
Tsr is the duration of stance.

WL

-V.',

x x
4F

Figure 2-5: Diagumm of planar one-legged system that shows variables used in calculating placement of
the foot to control forward running velocity.

Once the desired displacement for the foot is known, determine the hip angle that will place the foot there:

4d= F(x-) =  2 +  Arcs.n. . 1 (2.3)
Wl,",,"-''.","'

- wL

To generalize these equations for the 3D case. we modify the forward velocity to include an additional
direction of travel. Now the forward velocity has two components, either an x and y component as used here, . -
or a magnitude and direction. The kinematics that transform desired foot position into hip angles must also

be changed, since body orientation will have three rotations for the 3D case. Since the forward velocity will
-.4 now have two components to control, we replace each position and velocity in Eq. (2.2) with a vector:

.XT K= + K (2.4)

where
X =x y,. T and

PA =4*' -- "
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The forward velocity, X, desired forward velocity, Xd' and desired position of the foot with respect to the hip, . .
X F,d' are expressed in coordinate systems that do not change orientation in space. Therefore, the desired
motion of the system and measurements of its behavior are expressed in terms of non-rotating coordinates. In
practice they are aligned with the walls of our laboratory.

Once the desired position of the foot with respect to the hip is known from Eq. (2.4), find the actuator lengths
that will correctly position the foot:

Wd = F( XF1 ) (25 ...

where
Wd= [Wld , W2,d]T, a vector of desired hip actuator lengths.

F is a function that expresses the kinematic relationship between hip actuator lengths and the foot position. It
is an implicit function of leg length, wL, and the orientation of the body in space, 0. F and its inverse, F-1, are .....

given in Appendix B. Once Wd is known, the linear servo of Eq. (2.1) positions the foot.

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be used to control forward velocity once values for the forward velocity, X,
desired forward velocity, Xd' and the duration of stance, TsT, are known. The foot does not move with respect
to the ground during stance, so the forward velocity is the negative of the velocity of the foot with respect to
the hip:

S= (2.6)
The position of the foot with respect to the hip is given by:

x,= F'(W) (2.7)

Measurements of W, wL, and 0 are available from the actuator sensors and the gyroscopes. We estimate the
velocity during stance by numerically differentiating XF as determined from Eq. (2.7). We assume that the
forward velocity does not change appreciably during flight. Since the duration of stance, Ts, is governed by

the springiness of the leg, it is largely independent of hopping height, and nearly constant for a given leg
stiffness. The control system uses the measured duration of the last stance phase as the expected duration of
the next stance phase. The desired forward velocity, Xd' is obtained from either a two axis joystick that is
manipulated by an operator, or a test program that generates programmable velocity trajectories.

In the current implementation, the center of the CG-print is estimated as XTsT/2 . This estimate is not very
good at high velocity or when the duration of stance is very long. Under these circumstances, horizontal
forces generated by the leg decelerate the system substantially during the first half of stance, then accelerate it
again during the second half of stance. The average forward velocity during stance is less than the forward
velocity when the foot first touches the ground, or when it leaves the ground. Therefore, the length of the
CG-print is substantially shorter than estimated. While we are working on better methods for estimating the
CG-print, (Raibert et al., 1983b), this problem is not too important in practice. The estimation error results in
a velocity dependent, steady state error in forward velocity that increases at high rates of travel.

..
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2.4.2 Body Attitude

Since angular momentum of legged systems is conserved during flight, a control system can manipulate the
body attitude only during stance, when there is traction between the foot and the ground. Torques generated

between the leg and the body during stance are used to servo the attitude of the body to a desired orientation.
For the planar case the stance servo was:

,(t) = K r (02-02d) + K, (i2) (2.8)

where
is the hip torque,

Kp, K v  are position and velocity gains, and
*2d is the desired attitude of the body.

*-. For the 3D system, both the pitch and roll axes must be controlled during stance:

f= KP(P-G, d) + (2.9)

f2 -" ('OR-'Rd) + Kv (it)

where
fl, f2  are the hip actuator forces,

Kr K v  are position and velocity feedback gains, and
d 8 are the desired pitch and roll angles, zero in this paper.

The pitch and roll angles upon which these attitude control servos operate are defined in a coordinate system

that moves and rotates with the body. They are not corrected for rotations of the body about its yaw axis, as
the forward position and velocities are. The gyroscope is aligned so that the signal from one axis can be used
to servo one hip actuator, and the signal from the other axis can be used to servo the other hip actuator. This

simple arrangement requires very little computation and provides very good stability.

In addition to keeping the body erect, the control system is responsible for controlling the facing direction of

the body, the yaw angle. This is a degree of freedom that has no counter-pan in 2D. In principle, it is
possible to generate torques about the yaw axis for this purpose, despite the lack of an actuator that twists the

. foot about the leg axis. When the control system places the foot to one side of the direction of travel and

torques fore or aft at the hip during stance, a moment is developed about the yaw axis of the system. In order
to stabilize the system during such a maneuver, the foot can be offset in one direction on one hop, and in the

other direction on the next hop.

We have found through experimentation and subsequent analysis that the maximum yaw torque that can be

generated in this manner is substantially smaller than the disturbance torque generated by the umbilical cable
that connects the machine to power supplies and computer. Therefore, the control system was not able to

generate adequate yaw torque to control the facing direction of the 3D hopping machine. Instead, the control

system used measurements of the yaw angle to compensate for the facing direction of the machine, without
trying to control it.

. . . . . .
.,-,* . . . . . . .
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2.4.3 Hopping Height

For a legged system to locomote each leg must alternate between a support phase, in which the foot touches
the ground and bears weight, and a transfer phase when the foot is elevated to move from one foothold to

another. An alternation of this kind between loaded phases and unloaded phases, underlies the normal
activity of all sorts of legs in all sorts of legged systems. For a system with one leg, this alternation is the

hopping cycle. .0

Unlike control of forward velocity and body attitude, control of hopping height is no different in 3D than it
was in 2D. Hopping is accomplished by exciting the resonant spring-mass system formed by the leg and
body. In principle, the height of each hop will be determined by the kinetic and potential energies of the
system, and the losses encountered on each bounce. Manipulation of these energies could be used to control
the height to which the system hops (Raibert, 1984). A simpler technique was used in practice.

If the system were left to bounce passively on the springy leg, losses in the sliding friction of the air cylinder
and in accelerating and decelerating the unsprung mass of the leg would soon cause the machine to come to
rest. Measurements of the decay in hopping height during passive bouncing showed that such energy losses
amounted to about a 35% loss on each bounce. The leg actuator delivers a vertical thrust on each cycle that
just compensates for these losses.

Hopping height is regulated by providing a fixed thrust on each hop. Equilibrium occurs when the energy
lost in one hopping cycle equals the energy introduced through the leg actuator. Since losses are monotonic
with hopping height, a unique hopping height exists for each value of leg actuator thrust. Details of the
relationship between hopping height and duration of thrust can be determined empirically.

2.5 Experimental Results

The one-legged machine described earlier was used to evaluate and refine the control algorithms, and Li

demonstrate balance in a 3D running machine. The height, velocity, and attitude control algorithms of the
last section were implemented in a set of control programs that ran on a control computer. These programs
controlled the machine and recorded its behavior. The experiments tested velocity control. position control,
the ability to follow a simple path, and the hopping machine's resistance to disturbances.

N.
We examined the system's ability to regulate forward running velocity by having the control computer specify"

a ramp in desired velocity. The results are plotted in Fig. 2-6. These data show the machine, first hopping in
place, then running at increasing rates up to about 1.7 m/sec. Throughout the run velocity was controlled to
within about 0.2 m/sec of the desired value. This accuracy is typical. When the desired velocity was set to

*' zero at t = 5.3 sec, it took about 0.5 sec for the velocity to change. This was the delay between the change in

xd and the following touchdown.

During running, the leg and body counter-oscillate as shown in the plots of X F 81 and 02. The back and forth

.7.
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Figure 2-7: A step change in desired direction was programmed to generate a right-angle turn, while
holding desired speed constant. The top two curves plot the x and y velocities, and the bottom two show
the speed and heading. The turn was completed in two steps. (313.335.5).
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motions of the leg were not explicitly programmed, but resulted from interactions between the velocity
controller that positioned the leg forward during flight. and the attitude controller that operated during
stance. Oscillations of the body were expected, because angular momentum is conserved during flight, and
attitude correction occurs only during stance. The asymmetry in body attitude was also cxpected, since the
desired body angle. Ed was always zero. The relative magnitudes of the pitch and roll oscillations varied as -m

the facing direction of the machine, its yaw angle, changed.

In another experiment, the desired speed was held constant, but the desired direction was changed abruptly

by 90 ° . The results are shown in Fig. 2-7. It took two hops for the system to change direction, but speed was

erratic after the turn.

.0 '. .,'.

.5.5
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• .. S.....,J

°.5

.0.

TIME (sec)

Figure 2-9: 3D machine hopping w place under position control. The control system integrated
forward velocity to determine the machine's position in the room. An electro-optical system (Selspot)
mounted on the ceiling provided an independent measurement of the machine's position. Divergence
between Selspot and integrator data indicates drift in the integrator. DOTTED LINE: Experimenter
disturbed the machine by delivering a sharp horizontal jab to the frame with his hand. It returned to the
position setpoint within a few seconds. (3D.332.4) .-

A position control algorithm was used to make the hopping machine hop in one place. and to translate from

place to place. The position control algorithm transforms position errors into desired velocities:
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Xd I (X-Xd) + KX (2.10) k- J,

where
KP, KP are diagonal position and velocity gain matrices, and

X a is a limit on the allowable velocity.

- The control programs obtained information about the machine's position in the room in two ways. They

could estimate the position of the machine by numerically integrating the forward velocity estimate, X.
Position information was also available from an electro-optical sensor (Selspot) mounted on the ceiling of the
laboratory. Data could be read from this sensor by the control computer one time per hop in order to
calculate a new desired velocity using Eq. (2.10). One may think of the ceiling mounted sensor as serving the
same role as the geosynchronous satellites used for global navigation. Our geosynchronous satellite had a very
low orbit.

Figure 2-8 is a plot of the machine's position as it hopped in place, using the integrator position values for
control. The machine stayed within 0.25 m of the setpoint. Deviations of this magnitude were typical for
stationary hopping. In addition to integrator data, data are plotted from the electro-optical measurement.
The deviations in these curves shows that the integrator drifts by about 0.005 m/hop. This means that if the
machine were instructed to hop in one spot, it might drift a meter in one minute. Informal experiments with
blindfolded humans hopping on one leg indicate that they drift by similar amounts. In the case of the
hopping machine, the primary sources of drift were gyroscope calibration errors, and unwanted forces exerted
on the machine by the umbilical.

Figure 2-8 also shows the response to an external disturbance. After about 7 seconds the experimenter
delivered a sharp horizontal jab to the body as the machine hopped in place. (See dotted vertical line in Fig.
2-8.) The machine maintained its balance and returned to the position setpoint after a few seconds. The
control system tolerated fairly strong disturbances of this sort. The system also tolerated substantial torsional
disturbances of this sort, as well as moderate roll and pitch disturbances.

In order to measure performance under position control, the control computer specified desired positions
according to a preplanned sequence. An operator pressed a button every time he wanted the next position
setpoint from the sequence. In this way we programmed a square path, 2 m on a side. Figure 2-9 plots data
obtained while traversing such a path, and Fig. 2-10 is a photograph of the machine traversing a square path.
The data shown in Fig. 2-9 are pretty good, with the exception of a fixed position error of about 0.3 m when

-0. This error was caused by the umbilical cable, which was just long enough to permit the machine toYd
reach y = 0. The system came to equilibrium where the force exerted by the umbilical cable equalled the
accelerations produced by the control system.
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Figure 2-9: Data recorded while 3D hopping machine traversed a square path. The control system
integrated forward velocity estimate-, to determnine the position of the machine. TOP: Desired and
measured path of machine plotted in X-Y plane. BO1rO.M: Plots of X and Y Position as a function of
time. The data plotted are the recorded integrator values. The desired path is shown bold in the top
plot. It exctends from (0,0) through (0,2), (2,2), (2.0), and (0,0). (3D.332.5)
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Figure 2-10: Photograph of 3D machine traversing a square path under position control. Each time the
operator pressed a sequencing button, the machine advanced from one predefined position setpoint to
the next. An electro-optical sensor mounted on the ceiling provided position measurements that were
used by the position control servo. It took about 14 seconds to traverse the path. The white line in the
photograph indicates the path of an LED attached to the top of the body.

2.6 Discussion

One way to view the 3D control system reported in this paper, is that it is very much like two separate 2D
systems that operate at right angles to one another. If one writes Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) in terms of the
components of X, then one gets two sets of equations that are each like the 2D velocity control equation, Eq.

-. '. (2.2)."

Another way to view the system is as an implementation of the plane of motion idea. described by Murtfhy

and Raibert (1983). They proposed that locomotion in 3D might be best understood by thinking in terms of -'

a decomposition into a planar part and an extra-planar part. Their planar part of the control \%as just like the

• ,0
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system used for a 2D one-legged system. The extra-planar part was responsible for maintaining the planarity
of motion so that the planar part could operate effectively. The control algorithms described in this paper are
perfectly consistent with this plane of motion approach. During each flight period, the control system uses
the instantaneous forward velocity to determine the plane of motion, and chooses a foot position with respect
to this plane. The position of the foot within the plane will determine the forward acceleration, while the
position of the foot perpendicular to the plane of motion will determine the change in orientation of the plane
of motion on the next step.

Both of these conceptualizations are correct and consistent. Both explanations can be summarized as follows.
For every forward velocity there is a position for the foot that will provide no net acceleration during stance
-- the forward velocity when the foot leaves the ground will be the same as the forward velocity when the foot
last touched the ground. This position is a velocity fix point. The displacement of the foot from this position
determines the acceleration of the system, and therefore, the change of speed and direction. The position that
generates zero net acceleration is approximated equally well by the pair of perpendicular CG-prints, and by ."

the single CG-print in the plane of motion. The difference is like the difference between representing a point
in Cartesian coordinates or in polar coordinates.

For the experiments reported in this paper, OP = 0G = 0p = = 0. As a result, the algorithm that
controlled attitude of the body, Eq. (2.9), produced an asymmetrical oscillation of 8 and 0G. The body was
made erect at lift-off, but because angular momentum must be conserved during flight, motion of the leg
caused motion of the body. Furthermore, at the beginning of stance, the body was suddenly made erect. It
should be possible to reduce the asymmetry of 8 and 0R oscillations, and to eliminate the sudden erection of
the body at touchdown, by choosing the roll and pitch setpoins to satisfy:

JBODY Gp 1 l83'Pp = 0 "BODY P +  W 0 = 0 (2.11)

MSOY ft R+I W t -- 0 JD +J = O ':.'

where
J BODY is the moment of inertia of the body about the hip,
i is the average moment ofinera of the leg about the hip

,- are the pitch and roll angles of the body, and
are the pitch and roll angles of the leg.

These equations specify that the attitude of the leg and body remain vertical, and that the average angular rate
of the system remain zero. We have not yet tested this approach extensively.

In the last section we reported a failure to control the facing direction of the machine. The sources of yaw

torque available in the machine we built were inadequate to overcome the disturbance torque generated by
*, the umbilical cable. As a practical problem, this failure did not interfere with the experiments, but was

finessed by doing a little extra computing. Moreover, yaw control is not likely to be a difficult problem for
, legged vehicles. Useful legged vehicles will not have umbilical cables, and their legs can be designed to

, ., - .:2
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generate yaw torques directly if required. For systems with more than one leg, legs can act together to
generate substantial yaw torque.

The decision to explore locomotion in a system with just one leg was motivated by our desire to focus on

balance as the primary research issue. A one-legged system must balance in order to remain upright during
locomotion, it must have a ballistic phase. on each step, and it can move with substantial velocity. These
characteristics are not found in most previous walking machines. which are statically stable. It was also our
goal to avoid the difficult problem of coordinating many legs until we had more experience with one.

While the primary purpose of using a one-legged machine for these experiments was to focus on balance, an
additional goal was to develop a model that could explain tht behavior of more complicated systems that run.
If we ignore the third dimension, generalizing from the one-legged machine to the two-legged hopping
kangaroo is very easy. A direct comparison can be made between the motions of the hopping machine's one
leg and the motions of the kangaroo's pair of legs. The primary difference is that the kangaroo uses its tail to
help compensate for the large sweeping motions of the legs, so that the body need not react by pitching so
much on each hop. The control system could still regulate hopping height, body attitude, and velocity as
before.

Many characteristics of the running biped are also similar to a system that runs on one leg, including the
alternation between stance and flight, the regular vertical oscillations, and the periods of one-legged support.
In the case of the biped, the two legs swing in opposite directions, making pitching motions of the body and a
tail unnecessary. Think of a biped as a hopping machine that substitutes a different leg on each stride. The
same algorithms that were used to control the 3D hopping machine could be used to control a biped without N
modification. Extensions of this approach to systems with more legs is underway. See Chapter 3 for
preliminary results.

2.7 Summary

This paper presents a set of algorithms for control of a machine that runs and balances on one leg in 3D, and

it describes experiments that evaluate their performance. The goal was to explore the fundamental problems
of active balance in dynamic legged systems.

We found that the algorithms designed for control of a planar one-legged system generalized to 3D with
surprising ease. As in 2D, the control problem decomposed into three separate parts that are each
synchronized by the ongoing behavior of the machine. One control part regulates the forward running
velocity of the system and the rate of turn by placing the foot a specific distance in front of, and to the side of

the hip as the hopping machine approaches the ground on each step. The second control part maintains the
body in an erect posture by servoing the hip during stance. The third control part determines hopping height
by choosing a fixed amount of energy to inject on each hopping cycle. The control algorithms are very simple
because these three functions are treated independently.

* . . . . * . - . * .,
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Experiments showed that the 3D hopping machine balanced without external support. while hopping in place
and while traveling about the laboratory. It tracked a velocity ramp and sudden changes in desired direction
with 0.25 m/sec accuracy. At higher speeds the system consistently ran slower than specified due to
inaccuracies in estimating the CG-prinL Maximum recorded speed was 2.2 m/sec (4.8 mph). In position
control the system determined the position of the machine in the laboratory by integrating the estimated
running velocity. With a stationary position setpoint, the machine could hop in place with about ±0.25 m
accuracy. The machine also traversed a square path, but the path accuracy suffered due to interference from
forces generated by the umbilical cable. The system continued to balance while the experimenter delivered a
sudden jab to the machine's body with his hand.

While legged vehicles with just one leg could very well turn out to have utility in their own right, the real
purpose of these experiments was to explore the fundamental principles of balance in a simple legged system.
A system with just one leg was a good choice for these experiments because balance is of paramount
importance to its locomotion, and because the problem of coordinating many legs was avoided. The results of
this work may help us to better understand both the overall behavior of legged systems that actively balance,
and the individual behavior of each leg in systems with more than one.
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2.8 Appendix A: Physical Parameters of 3D One-Legged Machine

Parameter Metric Units English Units

Overall Height 1.10 m 43.5 in .-

Overall Width 0.76 m 30.0 in
Hip Height 0.58 m 23.0 in
Total Mass (Body & Leg) 17 kg 38 Ibm
Unsprung Leg Mass 0.91 kg 2.0 ibm

-" Ratio: Body Mass to 18:1 18:1
Unsprung Leg Mass

Body Moment of Inertia 0.709 kg-m 2  2420 Ibm-in 2

Leg Moment of Inertia 0.111 kg-m2  380 Ibm-in2

Ratio: Body Moment of Inertia to 6.4:1 6.4:1
Leg Moment of Inertia

Lee Vertical Motion
Stroke 0.25 m 10.0 in
Ideal No-Load Stroke Time 0.031 s @620 kPa 0.031 s @90 psig
Static Force 630 N @620 kPa 140 lb @90 psig

Ratio: Static Force to Weight 3.7:1 3.7:1

Theoretical Max. Work per Stroke 160 N-m 1400 lb-in

Leg Sweet) Motion

Sweep Angle 1.00 rad/0.71 rad 570/410
Ideal No-Load Sweep Time 0.069 s @14 mPa 0.069 s @2000 psig
Static Torque 90 N-m/136 N-m @14 mPa 800 lb-in/1200 lb-in @2000 psig
Theoretical Max. Work per Stroke 83 N-i 740 lb-in

'p.,.
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2.9 Appendix B: Kinematics of 3D Machine

We define three coordinate frames {W}, {H}, and {B}. Frame {W} is the base coordinate frame, which is
%' fixed in the laboratory. The origin of frame {H} moves with the hip, but its orientation remains parallel to

'-' {W}. Think of frame fH} as attached to the innermost gimbal of the gyroscope. For {W} and {H}, z is
aligned with the gravity vector, and positive upward. Frame {B} is fixed to the body. Its origin also moves
with the hip, but {B} changes orientation with respect to {W} and {H}. The Euler angles that specify the

. orientation of {B} are (8y, OR' ap). The hip and leg actuators determine the position of the foot in frame

Let the vector 'X be a vector [ x, y, z, I f expressed in coordinate frame [P). The transformation from

coordinate frame {B} to {H}:

HX HT BXB =(2.12)

-'cos(e) CoS) -sin() siR) sin(oy) -cos(VR) sin(ev) -cos() sin( sin(O,) - cos(ey) sqn(9) 0

Cop ,,,ey + C San(~sn9) cg 1  o9) cg~ o(~ sm S-in(Od)sin(SY) 0

c_#ds( ) ssn(90) -siged ) cos(,) cVs(*) 0

-,o o 'i0 0

Transformation from frame {H} to {B}:
OX =Dr HX (2.13)

x-C

AT

WS(ad.Wos(y) - sn(D ,)Si.(O,) .in() cos(d sn(ay + cos9.) srd sin() :Ss(- 0

ws* sn(Sy) cos(51 cogs(*) -sin(#.t) 0

-,o) ( Sin(O,) SO- CsO) Sion CoS(*dC* #Y) Sin(#R) - S# Soin Y) o Rs(,) 0

0 0 0 1

"-.-C.

C.. , ... , .. , .. .... ... .... .. C .C.-, C
,--.-,-,---:,,.-,,-.-;-.-,-.-.--,....,,. . .....................-.......................-. : :
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ROLL PITCH

0W2 a W

WL
WL

IfW

* Figure 2-11: Diagram that shows kinematics of actuators. hip, and leg. Actuator lengths are represented
by w1 and w2, and leg length by WL. i=034 m, 12=0,0508 m. 13 =0.0762 m,. a =8.46 deg., =27.28
deg.

Relationships between actuator lengths and position of foot with respect to the body in frame [B). See Fig.
2-11. First the forward solution: :

BXF A.I(w (2.14)

3' = 1JCos {Arccos[ w2  1~ 7 + a)
.4 .*-2 1113

7, W L CO [Wl, 2 ,W

w1= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 l1J3ll~o[rco[- a
W2 -.~

-x Y2IL
Bx. ~ . *.**-. . . . .X, -, Z'

ne~~ ~ ~ inere..udn

W. (2.15)
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w= I'+I' -2l 1 1 Cos Arccos[L] ]

w-
.1 L

WL jx+9z Z,

The overall transformations between actuator variables and foot position in {H}:
% F = HT 'IT(W) =F' (W) (.6

W = T(BT HX F (HXF) (2.17)

8 H
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3. Control of Trotting and Bounding for a Simple
Planar Model

Karl N. Murphy

3.1 Abstract

This report describe- control algorithms for the running and balance in a multi-legged planar model. The
model has two legs and represents the lateral half of a quadruped. We call the model the planar dog. We
decompose control of the planar dog into three parts. The first part controls vertical motions, the second part
controls forward velocity, and the third part controls body attitude. The three parts of the control act
independently of each other, but are coordinated by a finite state sequencer. By simulating the model we
have shown two variations of the control algorithms that result in two different gaits. The first variation uses
all three parts of the control system, and causes the planar dog to trot. The second variation controls vertical
and forward motion but does not use attitude control, and causes the planar dog to bound.

3.2 Introduction

Animals, including man, demonstrate feats of great mobility. Their legs allow them to move swiftly over
terrain that is either too rough, too slippery, or too soft for wheeled or tracked vehicles. The advantages of
using legs for locomotion are great, but our understanding of how animals use their legs is limited.

Previous work on walking has focused on bipeds. Hemamni and his co-workers (Ceranowicz, 1979; Hemami
and Cvetkovic, 1976: Hemami and Farnsworth, 1977), have developed a five link planar biped. The model is

• -. controlled using state feedback. The reference positions and velocities come from a movie of a human
* " walking. Vukobratovic and his co-workers (Juricic and Vukobratovic, 1972; Vukobratovic and Stepaneko,

1973; Vukobratovic and Okhotsimskii, 1975) modeled a walking biped that balances by manipulating the
;: projected center of gravity and the support area provided by the feet. Others use a pre-planned sequence for

quasi-static motion (Kato et al, 1981) and tabular control to maintain balance (Miura and Shimoyama, 1980).
These bipeds are all patterned after the geometry of the human, with a small hip separation. The bipeds also
keep one foot on the ground at all times.

Raibert and his co-workers have studied balance in running. They have modeled and built legged machines
that hop on one springy leg. By using only one leg, they avoided the problem of coordinating many legs. The
control system only worries about the problem of balance.

The controller of these one-legged machines used three separate servo loops to control hopping height, body

attitude, and forward velocity. Hopping height was controlled by delivering a thrust with the leg when the
body reached its lowest vertical position during each hop. This thrusting resupplied the energy lost to friction

.[" . . -
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and ground impact. Body attitude was controlled by torquing the hip during stance when friction keeps the
foot from moving. A linear servo drove the body level. During flight, the forward velocity controller swung ..

the foot to a position in front of the hip. The foot position determined the forward acceleration during the
next period of stance. This three part controller successfully controlled 2D and 3D one-legged systems.

The success and simplicity of the control systems used for the one-legged hoppers have encouraged us to
study multi-legged systems. Since the problem of leg coupling and coordination was completely avoided with
the one-legged hoppers, several questions arise. What is needed to coordinate the actions of several legs? Can
we generalize the control of a one-legged machine to control of a multi-legged machine? Is balance of a

multi-legged machine similar to balance of the one-legged hoppers?

In order to answer these questions we have devised a planar model with two legs. The model has a long body
with hips at each end. By definition, the model is a biped since it only has two legs. However, our intention is
to represent the lateral half of a quadruped. With only two legs and planar motion, the model is not so
complicated as a quadruped moving in three dimensions, but it still allows us to explore the basic behavior of
a quadruped.

We are exploring how ideas originally formulated in the context of a system with one leg can be generalized to

the multi-legged case. Our purpose is to understand how systems with a long body run, and how to
coordinate the actions of several legs. We expect studying this model to help us learn how to control
four-legged systems

* 3.3 Model

When considered dynamically, legged systems have two primary components, the body and the legs. The
body usually contains most of the mass and provides a place to connect the legs. The actions of the legs must
control the position and velocity of the body. The legs transmit ground forces and moments to the body.
Legs change length and orientation with respect to the body.

The model, shown in Fig. 3-1, has a rigid body of mass M and moment of inertia 13. The legs attach to the

body a distance r3 from the center of gravity of the body. Each articulated leg has two links that are modeled
as uniform rods of length D. The lower links have mass M, and moment of inertia I. The upper links have

mass M2 and moment of inertia 12. The simulation parameters, which are presented in the Appendix, were
. chosen to match those we would obtain if we were to build such a machine.

*. Torque actuators drive the hip joints. While a foot is in the air, the hip actuator orients the leg with respect to

.. the body, driving the leg to a desired angle. While a foot is on the ground, the hip actuator sweeps the leg
backward driving the body forward.

A position actuator in series with a spring drives each knee. See Fig. 3-2. The position servos in the knees

p *........'.•
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Figure 3-1: The planar dog: the model used for simulation and Control. The body and the two linkS of
both legs have mass and moment of inertia. All four joints are simple hinges. Control torque is
generated at bot hips. Each knee is driven by a position actuator in series with a spring. (see Fig. 3-2L
The ground is springy in two dimension&. The model is restricted to motion in a plane. See the
Appendix for the values of the simulation parametems

excite and maintain vertical oscillations. They can also be used to control the body attitude. For simplicity,
the actuators are assumed to be perfect position servos that can act instantaneously. The spring and actuator
configuration, shown in Fig. 3-2, uses a linear spring and actuator. This produces a torque such that the
thrust is proportional to the amount the leg has contracted plus the length of the position actuator. The static
force required to compress the leg to a given length, L, is called the leg thrust T.

T [LO(L P)]KS(L -L)+KSP (3.1)

where
KS is the spring constant

is the free length of the spring
P is the length of the position actuator.

The thrust can be decomposed into two parts. The first part, K5 QL-L, is determined solely by the length
of the leg and is called passive leg thrust. The second part. K5 P, is determined by the length of the positionS . .-
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Figure 3-2: The knee actuator and spring arrangement. A given change in length of the position
actuator always results in a proportional change in the total thrust. T.

actuator, and is called active leg thrust. The total thrust is controlled by changing the length of the position
actuator. The active thrust can be positive or negative, but the total thrust can never be negative since no
"glue" holds the foot to the ground.

There is a mechanical stop on the knee which is modeled as a stiff spring and damper. The stop keeps the leg
from extending too far by preventing the knee angle, 8, from becoming too small. The stop influences the
knee only when the knee angle is less than a certain amount, 8 < Bmn . The location of the stop, Omin, does
not depend on the position of the knee actuator. Extending the actuator while the knee is against the stop
does not extend the leg but instead compresses the knee spring against the stiff mechanical stop. The leg
spring is at rest when the knee is against the stop and the position actuator is at zero length.

The ground is modeled as a two dimensional spring.and damper. One dimension of the spring acts vertically
while the other acts horizontally. The ground produces forces on a foot only when the foot is on the ground,
Yfot < 0. The vertical component of the ground forces are only positive, acting upward. Each time a foot
touches the ground, the zero position of the horizontal spring is reset to the point of touch-down. The
coefficient of friction is assumed to be large enough to prevent the f6ot from slipping. The compliance of the
ground incorporates any compliance that would normally be associated with the legs and feet of the system.

We find that the model oscillates in two basic modes that correspond to gaits. The first mode is a vertical
oscillation. The body stays level as it bounces up and down. This is trotting. The other mode is a rocking

.J.
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oscillation. The center of gravity moves very little as the system rotates back and forth, bouncing on onc foot
and then the other. This is bounding. As long as the legs sweep back and forth correctly, the forward motion
has little effect on either of these two oscillations over a large range of running speeds.

3.4 Control

Control of the planar dog has been decomposed into three separate parts, one for vertical motion, one for
forward motion, and one for angular motion. The three parts act independently but are coordinated by a
finite-state sequencer.

Vertical motion is initiated and maintained by thrusting with both legs. Velocity control requires two separate
actions. When a foot is in the air, the leg swings forward a specific distance. When a foot is on the ground,
hip torques that are proportional to the velocity error sweep the leg backward, driving the body forward.
Attitude control tries to keep the body level by controlling the difference in leg thrust. A linear servo is used

to drive the body level.

We have explored two variations of the control system. The first variation uses all three control parts: vertical '

height control, forward velocity control, and attitude control. The result is trotting. The second variation only
uses vertical height control and forward velocity control. It does not explicitly control the attitude of the
body. The result is bounding. These gaits are explained in the results section.

The controllers are coordinated by a finite state sequencer that relies on the state of the feet, hips, and body.
Each foot undergoes a period when in the air, followed by a period on the ground. These periods are known
asflight and stance, respectively, and the transitions between the periods are known as lifi-offand touch-down.
The center of gravity of the body rises and reaches a maximum height known as top, falls, reaches a minimum
height known as bottom, and then rises again. There is a top and bottom associated with each of the two hips,

. as well as with the center of gravity of the body.

The relative timing of state transitions is not constant, but varies from gait to gait. For example, when
* * :bounding, one foot will touch-down and lift-off while the other foot remains in the air. A transition may

occur twice in each cycle. For example, when bounding, the center of gravity of the body peaks and bottoms

twice in each cycle.

We now examine the three parts of the control system in more detail.

3.4.1 Vertical Control
Control of hopping height is very simple for a one-legged hopping machine. Thrusting with the leg
resupplies the energy lost on each hop due to friction and ground impact. The planar dog uses a similar

method. A leg thrusts a constant amount when its hip reaches bottom. Thrusting is accomplished by
lengthening the leg position actuator. The time when the thrust is delivered is determined independently for
each leg.

z,-... €" - . .: . .. - -. -. . -. . . .. ,.. .. . ... .. . . .. . . . . ,, ,. .. . . ., ., - ..
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3.4.2 Velocity Control

The concept of the CG-print. the locus of points over which the center of gravity passes while the foot is on
the ground, was used in the control of one-legged hopping machines. For a multi-legged system, we also use
the idea of a hip-print. The hip-print is the locus of points over which the hip passes while its foot is on the

ground.

When the feet are placed in the center of the hip-prints, the machine spends the first half of the stance period

accelerating backward and the second half accelerating forward. In this case, a system slows down during the
first half of stance and speeds during up the second half. This leaves the velocity at take-off about equal to

the velocity at touch-down. See Fig. 3-3.

x 5 -1LO TO

Touchdown L.i.t of

4..

• "~ .' '

Figure 3-3: Tune sequence of the rear hip shows the hip-print of length LHp . While in the air, the foot
swings in front of the hip a horizontal distance Ax. By placing the foot in the center of the hip-print,
Ax = LEp/2, the dog spends the same amount of time accelerating backward as it does accelerating
forward. Forward velocity. x is thus left almost undcanged.

"r

We estimate the length of the hip-print as:

. L=i Tr (3.2)
LM .."°'

where
x is the forward velocity
TsT is the duration of stance.

-. During flight, the foot should be positioned in front of the hip a distance
• o.'..,.

4%".:
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xTAx -- (3.3)

To accomplish this, the angle that the leg should make with the vertical is
= sin-L, i (3.4) ".-

2 LO
where

Vd is the desired leg angle and
L0  is the rest length ofthe leg..

During flight, the hip torques drive the leg to the desired leg angle, 4d' using a linear servo:

= Kp(T - ) +K V (3.5)

where
K and K are position and velocity gains.

This algorithm for placing the foot provides no velocity stability. The planar dog must be able to change and
maintain a desired velocity. Accelerations could be accomplished by placing the foot in front of or behind the

center of the hip print. This is what the one-legged hoppers do. However a better method for the planar dog,
one which allows larger accelerations, is to use hip torques while a foot is on the ground. Hip torques drive
the legs backward and the body forward. This torque, r, is set proportional to the error in forward velocity:

= K6(i-d (3.6)

where
xd is the desired forward velocity.

3.4.3 Attitude Control

Attitude control attempts to keep the body level at all times by differential thrusting with the legs. This
method relies on the fact that vertical ground forces cause significant moments on the body. When the feet
are positioned an equal horizontal distance from the center of gravity, the sum of the vertical ground forces

-. affects the vertical acceleration of the body, while the difference in vertical forces affects the angular
,', acceleration. Increasing the thrust of one leg while decreasing the thrust of the other leg produces a control

moment on the body. If the magnitudes of the increase in thrust and the decrease in thrust are equal, the
vertical oscillations are unaffected.

.7.' t"
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The body is driven level using a linear servo. The active thrust of each leg changes to produce a control
moment on the body. The change in length of the position actuators, Ap, is:

Ap = (K 3 + K2 3). (3.7)

where
83 is the body attitude
93 is the body angular velocity
K1  is the position servo gain and
K2  is the velocity servo gain.

* These changes in the length of the position servo are added to the change required by the vertical control.
Differential thrust is applied only when both feet are on the ground, because an increase in thrust in one leg

must be accompanied by a decrease in thrust in the other leg.

3.5 Results

To test these control algorithms and to evaluate their performance, we simulated behavior of the planar dog.
The equations of motion were developed and then integrated numerically.

3.5.1 Trotting

The first variation of control uses all three control parts, vertical, forward velocity and attitude control. The
attitude controller keeps the body level. The result is shown in Fig. 3-4. An initial error in body attitude of 50
was corrected in one cycle.

With active attitude control, the model can accelerate quickly. In Fig. 3-5, the planar dog started with no
forward velocity. In two cycles, it accelerated to the-desired velocity of 2 m/sec. and maintained this speed

during stable running. The four stick figures at the top of Fig. 3-5 show a complete cycle. The first figure
shows the planar dog when the front foot touched down. The body angle at this point was the largest of the

entire cycle. By the time the body center of gravity bottomed, shown in the second figure, the body had been
driven level using differential thrust. The body was kept level during the remaining part of stance until-

lift-off, shown in the third figure. After lift-off, the legs were swept forward, causing the body to pitch nose

downward. The forth figure shows the planar dog a little after the body center of gravity peaked.

The resulting gait is similar to the trotting of a four-legged animal. Trotting is a gait where the system

bounces alternately on diagonal pairs of feet. The two pairs operate 1800 out of phases. Each leg in the
planar dog represents one of the diagonal pairs of legs on a four-legged animal.

The speed at which the planar dog can trot is limited. As the model trots faster, the legs sweep a greater

distance forward, causing the body to pitch more during flight. During the following stance period, a large

differential thrust is required. When this becomes too large, the desired total thrust of the front leg becomes

--.. '
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~~~Figure 3-4: Hopping with attitude control. Differential leg thrust corrected an error in body attitude,"o %.

constant leg thrft maintained hopping height. During the first ycle, the body angle was driven to zero --
by the differential thrusting. On the remaining sneps, thrusting maintained the vertical amplitude. The

"-. graph of thrust shows the change in the length of the position actuator of each leg which was ".-

! .proportional to the active thrust.

negative, which is impossible to achieve, and the foot is pulled off the ground. However, this in itself does not
cause the planar dog to crash. The front foot is off the ground for a very small amount of time which has
p.ractically no effect on the behavior of the dog during that stance period. What does matter is that the timer
which records the time of stance, TsT, is reset. During the following flight phase, the front foot is swung to the
estimated center of the hip-print which is calculated using the wrong TsT. The front leg swings only half the
distance that it should, and during the following stance period, the planar dog trips and falls.

This problem can be corrected by several methods. Limiting the active part of thrust so that the desired total
:- thrust does not become negative will keep the foot on the ground. A check can be made before resetting the

timer. The desired body attitude can be varied during stance so that a large correction is not required at
touch-down. We have not yet implemented these methods.

• :If the model had four legs instead of two, then the pitching of the body while trotting would be significantly
reduced. There are two reasons for this. First, when one pair of legs is in the air, the other pair is on the
ground keeping the body level. Second, the two pairs swing 1800 out of phase from each other. When one
pair is swinging forward, the other pair is swinging backward. The legs can pull or push against each other
without affecting the body.

7f-- - - - - 4
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Figure 35: TIhe dog trotting. The legp used a constant thrust for vertical control with differential thrust
for attitude controL During flight, each foot swung forward to the estimated center of its hip-print.

R During stance, hip torques corrected the forward velocity. The errors in 93 occurred when the feet left

the ground and the legs were swept forward. This caused the body to pitch nose downward.

3.5.2 Bounding

The second variation of control uses only two of the three control parts, vertical and forward velocity control.
This variation does not actively control the body attitude. The result is the planar dog bounding.

The behavior of the system and the stability of bounding is shown in Fig. 3-6. The dog was dropped with a
small initial body attitude. A random pattern of bouncing began. After three seconds the model stabilized in
a rocking oscillation. The feet were striking the ground 180 degrees out of phase from each other. The center
of gravity remained nearly stationary as the body pitched back and forth. We are not sure why the dog
stabilized in this manner. This stable oscillation was observed with a wide range of values of I3 the body
moment of inertia. "''"
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Fipre 3-6: Hopping without active attitude control. Each leg thrusted independently when its hip
reached bottom. A constant thrust was used. The desired velocity was set to zero. At first there was a
random pattern, but it was soon replaced by a stable pattern of bouncing from one foot back onto the
other. The center of gravity remained nearly stationary while the body pitches back and forth.

Control of forward velocity while bounding is shown in Fig. 3-7. With the planar dog bouncing as described,

we slowly increased the desired velocity. The model accelerated up to speeds of 5 m/sec (11 mph). Slow
acceleration did not affect the pattern of bouncing from foot to foot.

This pattern of running closely resembles the bounding of four-legged animals. Bounding is a gait where the

front pair of legs move together and the rear pair move together. The two pairs operate 1800 out of phase

from each other, one pair touching down and lifting off while the other pair remains in the air. Each leg of

our two-legged model represents a pair of legs of a botmding quadruped.

The planar dog needed to stabilize in the bouncing mode before accelerating. When large accelerations were
attempted, the pattern of bouncing from foot to foot broke down. The front foot stayed on the ground and

* could not swing forward. This caused the planar dog to trip and fall. However, when the acceleration was
small, the dog stayed in the bounding pattern and large velocities were achieved.

% %'-.4
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Figure 3-7: Bounding. The mnodel stabilized in the bounding pattern and accelerated slowly to 5 rn/see

(10 mph). As tespeed inraehopping height decreased and the dog eventually stubbed its toe and

There was a limit on forward velocity. As the model bounded faster, the heighit of the body center of gravity
decreased along with the magnitude of the angular oscillations. These two factors reduced the ground
clearance of the foot as it swung forward. Eventually, the planar dog stubbed its toe, tripped, and fell. This
can be corrected by either stiffening the knee springs or by contracting the leg before swinging it forward.

3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 Control Strategies

The two legs of the planar dog operate separately while bounding. Te control for one leg does not depend
on the actions nor the state of the other leg. Each leg can be seen as controlling its own hip. This conjures the
image of a pair of one-legged hoppers joined together. If this controller were extended to a quadruped, we do
not know whether all four legs could operate separately or if the two front legs and the two rear legs must be
coordinated to achieve a bound.
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Unlikc bounding, the control for trotting does not totally separate the actions of the two lcgs. The attitude
control requires synchronized action from both legs. Differential thrust is used only when both feet are on
the ground. Although the controllers for the vertical motion and the forward velocity separate the actions of
the legs, they need not. For example, since the body is nearly level at bottom, the body center of gravity
bottoms at about the same time as both hips. Thus the legs could thrust when the body bottoms without a

noticeable effect.

This ability to combine the control of the two legs conjures the image of a one-legged hopping machine with a
very big foot. The rear leg could be considered the heal of this large foot and the front foot could be
considered the toe. The idea of combining the control of two legs into one might simplify the ideas of
trotting. We would view a four-legged machine as a two-legged machine. The machine would have two big
feet and would run much like a human runs on its two smaller feet.

3.6.2 Failure of Hip Torque for Attitude Control

We tried a second type of attitude control. This method used a similar technique to that used by the

. one-legged hopping machine. A hip applied torque while the corresponding foot was on the ground in an
attempt to servo the body angle to zero. This method did not work for the dog. We don't know why. We
believe that if the hips were much closer together and that if the moment of inertia were smaller, then attitude
control using hip torque would be effective. This case is equivalent to the one-legged hopping machine.

3.7 Conclusions

The goal of this work is to begin exploring control of multi-legged systems. We developed a planar model
that represents one lateral half of a quadruped. Having only two legs reduces the problem of coordinating
many legs but still allows study of simple gaits. A long body allows the model to imitate the prominent

motions of a four-legged machine.

Control of the planar dog was decomposed into three separate parts, one each for vertical motion, forward k

motion, and angular motion. Vertical motion was initiated and maintained by thrusting with both legs.
Velocity control required two separate actions. When a foot was in the air, the leg swung forward a distance

determined by the forward velocity. When a foot was on the ground, hip torques proportional to the error in
forward velocity acted to stabilize velocity. Attitude control actively drove the body level by changing the

difference in thrust between the two legs. The three parts acted separately and were coordinated by a
sequencer.

Two variations of the control system were explored which resulted in two different gaits, trotting and
, bounding. The first gait, trotting, resulted when all three parts of the controller are used. The body stayed

level as it bounced. The second gait, bounding, resulted when active attitude control was not used. The
model stabilized in a mode of bouncing from one foot to another. Small accelerations could be accomplished

without disturbing the bounding pattern. The model ran at speeds of 5 m/scc. The fact that the dog bounds

MC:
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with such a simple control system surprised us. We are currently trying to understand why the dog is stable in

this gait.

,.



3.8 Appendix. Simulation Parameters

Symbol Description Value

Body:
MMass 30.0 kg

I3 Moment of Inertia 4.0 kg m2

Distance from Hip to CO 0.5 mn

2 Upper Link of Leg:
VM 2  Mass 1.0 kg

12Moment of Inertia 0.008 kg ml
D Length 0.3 in

Lower Link of Leg:
MiMass 0.25 kg
11Moment of Inertia 0.002 kg Mn2

D Length 0.3 rn

Spring and Damper Constants:
KS Linear Leg Spring Constant 8.0 kN/m
KG Ground Spring Constant 50 kN/m
BO Ground Damper Constant ISO kN s/rn

Control Gains:
K Differential Thrust Proportional Gain 2.0 m/rad

K2 Differential Thrust Differential Gain 0.08 m scc/rad
K6 Velocity Error Hip Torque Gain 40.0 N s

K ~ Hip Proportional Gain 150 Nni/rad
Kd Hip Differential Gain 2 Nmrsec/rad

T Constant Thrust for Vertical Control 0.015 M
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4. Design and Construction of a Four-Legged
Running Machine

H. Benjamin Brown, Jr. and Marc H. Raibert -a

4.1 Introduction

For several years our research on legged locomotion has focused on balance problems. while vigorously
avoiding the coordination problems that are faced by systems with more than one leg. We have begun to
address the problem of coordinating the actions of many legs through analysis and simulations, as described
in Chapters 3, 5, and 7 of this report. It is now time to do some experiments.

For this purpose we have designed a small running machine with four legs. Figure 4-1 is a sketch showing the
general configuration. The machine will be roughly the size and shape of a large dog. Unlike previous
quadruped designs (Mosher, 1968; Frank, 1968; Hirose and Umetani, 1980), we intend for this machine to be
fully dynamic. It will actively balance itself and employ ballistic flight phases, like those observed in animals.

With this experimental apparatus we plan to take ideas originally formulated in the context of systems with
one leg, and to generalize and extend them to systems with several legs. Our intention is to show how gaits
like the trot, the gallop, and the bound, and perhaps entirely new gaits that have not yet been discovered by
natural systems, can be understood in terms of the simple concepts that emerged with the one-legged systems.
Of course, new ideas that were not revealed in the one-legged work are also likely to emerge.

4.2 Design Goals

Five major decisions were made early to guide the design:

9 The machine will have four legs.

o The machine will have a preferred direction of travel.
e The machine will use hydraulic power with proportional servo valves to power the hip motions

and leg thrust.

9 The machine will not carry its own power supplies nor its own computing.

o The machine will reuse as much design from the 3D one-legged machine as possible.

The decision to build a system with four legs, rather than two or three is difficult to justify. One reason for
going to four legs is that the machine will provide a very rich set of behaviors. We believe that biped running
is easily understood in terms of the one-leg results. But a machine with four legs offers the possibility of
studying double, triple, and quadruple support phases, as components of running.

?, l.
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Figure +-1: Diagram of four-legged running machine that is under constrution. Like our previous .;
designs, the machine will carry neither its power supply nor computing. The legs are 0.6 m long. The :'''
lateral hip separation is 0.24 m. and the longitudinal separation is 0.8 m. The machine will weigh about '..
35 Kg. Front and rear view above. Side view oppociM .-

related to the number of legs. The weight overhead of the body is shared among the legs. For instance, even t
though the four-legged machine we are building has four times as many legs as the 3D one-legged machine, L
and each leg is heavier, the four legged machine will weigh only about twice as much. We believe that most"-'.
useful legged vehicles of the future will have at least four leg s.  i! :-

A narrow body is a primary attraction of legged systems that balance. In order to have a narrow body, the legs --
must be placed near each other. However, in order to run fast, there must be a clear place for the legs to '.. -
swing in the direction of travel, without hitting other legs. These two requirements arc satisfied by placing the ,-2"

legs in pairs at opposite ends of the body. This results in a long body that can move fast in one direction, with .ii''
limited travel in the other. Of course, other arrangements of legs are possible. For instance, it is not clear .".

what would be wrong with putting all the legs in one long row. __-
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4.3 Leg Design

% ~Most of dhe work that went into the design of the four-legged machine went into the design of the legs. The
rcquirements for a leg to be used in a system with more than one leg are different from those to be used in
systems with just one leg. The most important difference is that the leg of a one-legged system need not
retract during flight in order to swing forward for recovery. Since there is only one leg, it is recovered at the
peak of the hop when there is plenty of clearance. In a multi-legged system it will be desirable to recover legs
while other legs provide support. This means that the legs must shorten substantially to recover without
hitting the ground. We also want to do more work on leaping over obstacles. To clear an obstacle it is -

desirable to shorten the legs during flight, and then have time to lengthen them again before landing. This

requires rapidly controlled leg length.

-POSITION SIG

,.-ACUATO" am0.0

VALVE.-

'- 0OaAc WANPO.0
BLOCK

-ffifAC.L ACflJA?

,_-AC~uAtOP 400

&A I4TO

-'.4,G

-vff

Figure -2: Schematic diagram of leg to be used in four-legged machine. It consists of a servo
controlled hydraulic actuator in series with an air spring.

The four-leggcd machine will usc its legs jointly in pairs. threes and perhaps All four, to simultancouJSly push
upward and forward on the body. In order for that to work, the control systcm must be able co control the
precise force dcli~cred by the extension motion of rthe ]cgs. The simple air cylinder leg Used in our prcvious
designs would not be adequate fur the foUr-lcgged machine. In particular. it cannot shorten and lengthen

4~ N N
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tubes of various diameters and lengths. A 3/8 inch diameter steel actuator rod at the centerlinc is driven by a.q

1/2 inch diameter piston, bonded to the rod, inside a hard-coated aluminum cylinder. The lower end of the

rod attaches to a second piston, 1-1/8 inch diameter, that forms the upper enclosure of the air spring. The

upper end of the rod drives a wiper along a linear position-sensing element.

Two concentric tubes outside the cylinder tube provide oil flow to and from the lower end of the piston and
lower case drain. The upper ends of all three cylinders connect to a manifold block, that has passages for

supply and return oil, and for actuation oil from the valve. It also has mounting ports for the servo valve and
pressure transducers. To minimize friction, high-pressure hydraulic seals are formed by the annular

clearances at the piston and rod bushings. A case drain and O-ring seal, outboard of each rod bushing,
prevent external leakage.

Outside the hydraulic actuators are two additional tubes. The inner of these, the leg tube, attaches to the foot
and forms the cylinder portion of the air spring. The outer tube mounts to the manifold block, and has guide -..--.

buttons that constrain the leg tube to move linearly. The guide tube also carries an alignment block that
prevents leg twisting, and a wiper that slides on a linear position sensing element attached to the outside of the
leg. A rubber cushion on the bottom of the foot softens foot impact, and provides good traction. The foot
contains a switch mechanism to sense ground contact.

The hip inner pivot is an integral part of the manifold block. Supply and return oil will be fed to and from
the manifold block through passages in the hip gimbals. This allows the hip joint to be kept quite compact,
and minimizes flexing of hoses. There are provisions for hydraulic pressure transducers to be mounted in the

manifold block, to measure pressures on both sides of the hydraulic piston. A transducer may also be used to
measure pressure in the air spring. These transducers are primarily for data acquisition, although use in

control is possible.

4.4 Hip Design

The second major consideration in the design of the machine was the choice of actuators to drive the hip.
Based on experience with the 3D hopper, and anal)ses performed previously during the design of that

machine, only hydraulic actuation was considered. Rotary hydraulic actuators would have been appropriate

for at least one axis of hip rotation. However we decided to use the linear actuators that we had designed for
the one-legged machine, rather than to delay the project while we designed and tested a new actuator.

We could not find a reasonable alternative to a two-axis gimbal arrangement for the hip. We decided to use

anti-friction ball bearings, rather than sleeve bearings, io minimize friction and free play in the joints. We

wanted the leg to swing more than +300 in the fore and aft directions.

The machine clearly has a preferred direction of travel, so the X and Y behavior of the leg did not need to be
the same. We decided to keep the machine symmetrical left-to-right, and to have no skew in the fore and aft

%. ,-................. . .. ... ....... ..
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leg motion. Therefore, there is no lateral asymmetry of the fore/aft leg motion. We also wanted to keep the

machine as narrow as possible, both overall and at the hip centers, to enhance the forward mobility of the

machine. The arrangement shown in Fig. 4-1 provides attachments for the fore/aft actuators directly to the

leg below the hip joint. The transverse actuators drive the leg through the gimbal. This arrangement permits

the transverse actuators to be overlapped as shown, with no significant deviation from lateral symmetrical

performance. This configuration results in a minimum overall width of approximately 0.33 m, and an overall

length of about 1.0 m. The hips are spaced closely enough so that the feet can reach either side of the

machine's centerline.

The frame was designed to give good torsional stiffness and strength, to provide mounting areas and

protection for on-board components, and to provide convenient places to hold onto the machine during

experiments. The equipment mounted on the frame includes two hydraulic accumulators, hydraulic

distribution manifolds, two gyroscopes, and electronic interface boards. With twelve hydraulic actuators, hose

routing and manifolding must be carefully planned to minimize hydraulic leaks, to make repair possible, and

to look nice. The electronic interface boards will be similar to those used on the 3D hopping machine.

At the time of this writing, construction of the machine is well under way. We expect the machine to be
assembled by February 1984, and to see it running in late Spring.
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5. Is Gait a Coupled Oscillation?

Jeffrey Koechling

5.1 Abstract

We explore the idea that gait is determined by coupled mechanical oscillators. Our model has two springy
legs attached to a rigid body. We analyze three modes of oscillation of the model: bouncing, rocking, and
swaying. Computer simulations of the model show both the bouncing and the rocking modes. By tuning the
model to adjust the relative amplitude and frequency of these modes, we hope to show changes in the motion
of the model that are analogous to gait transitions in animals.

5.2 Introduction

Multi-legged animals use different gaits to move at different speeds. For example, a cat will use a walk below
one mile per hour, switch to a irot around two miles an hour, and gallop at over ten miles an hour (Pearson,
1976). This sequence of gaits is typical for four legged animals.

We want to understand the mechanism that determines what gaits are used and at what speeds gait transitions
occur. Our working hypothesis is that the mechanical system determines the gaits and gait transitions
observed in animals. The legs and bodies of animals are composed of tissue having mass, stiffness and
viscosity. This tissue forms coupled mechanical oscillators with natural modes of oscillation. These natural
modes of oscillation correspond to the gaits that the animal uses.

We have modeled a planar system with two legs connected to a rigid body. We want to "pluck" the system in
different ways and see it exhibit different motions. We would like to show that the mode of oscillation of the
model depend on its initial state. By varying the parameters of the model, we can see how varying the
stiffness of the legs alters the natural modes of the model. The idea is to demonstrate that a system with
characteristics similar to those found in nature can change from one pattern of motion to another, without
being explicitly forced to do so..

We have implemented a simulation of the model and made it run. The stiffness of the legs and the stiffness of
the hips determine the phase and amplitude relationships between the bouncing and rocking modes of
oscillation. By varying these relationships, we can affect the stability of the model and the pattern of motion
of the legs. We have not yet achieved a clear cut gait transition, but we are making progress toward that goal.

In section 5.3 we briefly review some ideas about coupled oscillators in the control of locomotion. In section
5.4 we describe the model, and in section 5.5 we analyze the oscillations of tle system. In section 5.6 we
present some data from both stable and unstable simulations. Finally, in Section 5.7 we discuss the meaning
of these preliminary results and some ideas for further work.
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5.3 Background

We do not know how gaits are chosen, nor do we know the source of the pattern of motion that characterizes
each gait. Here are some of the possibilities:

,% V

1. There are neurons in the central nervous system that generate a pattern of nerve impulses. The,<.."
limbs are driven in this basic pattern, subject to mechanical limitations. The gait changes when
this neural pattern generator begins producing a different pattern (Wilson, 1966: Wetzel et al.,
1975).

2. There are several control systems that interact to produce the characteristic motions of the gait,
much like the controllers used in our laboratory machines. These controllers can be open loop
systems, like the pattern generator mentioned in 1 above, or closed loop systems with sensors in
the limbs and feedback paths through the central nervous system. A gait change results from a
change in the phase relationships among the controllers. This is a case of neural coupled
oscillaiors (Pearson, 1976).

3. The animal's bones, muscles and tendons form a mechanical system. This system has certain
characteristic modes and frequencies of oscillation that depend on the mass, stiffness, and
viscosity of the tissue. Each of the natural modes of oscillation corresponds to a different gait, and
is best suited for moving at one speed. When the animal tries to change speed by forcing its legs
and body to oscillate at a different frequency, the system moves less efficiently. When the motion
approaches a frequency that is characteristic of a different natural mode, the pattern of motion
changes to that gait. This is a case of mechanical coupled oscillators, as opposed to the neural
coupled oscillators in 1 above (Alexander, 1974; Alexander and Vernon, 1975).

4. The mechanical system has natural modes of oscillation, as in 3 above, but the nervous system
. controls the mechanical properties of the muscles. Altering the stiffness and viscosity of the

muscles changes the natural modes of oscillation. Rather than force the system to go faster or
slower until it switches to a different gait, the nervous system adjusts the mechanical system to
oscillate with a gait and frequency that results in the desired speed of locomotion.

The idea that coupled oscillators control gait is not new. Much of the previous work that we are aware of has
been done by neurophysiologists, and concentrates on spinal oscillators, as in 1 above, or on peripheral-spinal
oscillators, as in 2 above. We are investigating the last two possibilities, 3 and 4 above.

5.4 The Model

The model is planar, free to translate vertically and horizontally, and to rotate in the plane. Two springy legs

-S are attached to the body by springy hips. There are five rigid links altogether, each of which has mass and
'-. -

moment of inertia.

The legs are not articulated like biological legs. Instead they have a sliding "knee", like a telescope. This type

of leg has different dynamic properties from an articulated leg. Kinematically, it performs the same function.
Both types of legs change the distance and direction of the foot from the hip. We find telescoping legs to be

very effective on physical machines that we experiment with in the laboratory.

. -,
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Figure 5-1: The model has five rigid links and four springy joints. The length of the legs can change, as
can the angle of the legs with respect to the body. The links all have mass and moment of inertia.

Between the lower part and the upper part of each leg there is a spring and a damper. These springs and
dampers apply forces that lengthen or shorten the leg. Between the upper part of each leg and the body, there
is another spring and damper. These apply torques that change the angle between the leg and the body. The
springs and dampers can be thought of as analogs to the groups of muscles that apply forces to biological legs.
A muscle can be modeled as a spring, a damper and an active force generator. Fig. 5-2 shows the springs,
masses and dampers symbolically.

In a physical machine or organism there are kinematic constraints that restrict the range of motion of each
joint. In this model, there are stops that impose a maximum and minimum length on the legs. When the leg
reaches the maximum or minimum length, it hits a stop. The stops are very stiff springs in parallel with
dampers. There are no stops to restrict the angle of the leg with respect to the body.

Legged locomotion requires interaction with the ground. Reaction forces occur whenever the feet are in
contact with the ground. We have used a stiff spring and a damper to represent the combined compliance of
the ground and the foot. When a foot touches the ground, the spring and damper in the ground become
active, pushing back on the foot. The spring applies forces tending to drive the foot to the point of initial
contact with the ground. If the foot is slightly below the surface and moving toward the surface, this model of
the ground can produce small negative vertical reaction forces. This happens when the damper force away
from the surface exceeds the spring force toward the surface. The result is a net force that tends to hold the
foot onto the ground. This "sticky ground" is unrealistic, so any negative vertical component of the reaction
force is set to zero.

The principal motion of the model is a cyclic vertical bouncing. When the model is not on the ground, it is
pulled downward by gravity. The feet hit the ground, and the legs compress, slowing the descent and
accelerating the body upward. The model leaves the ground, and its ascent is slowed by gravity. This cycle
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Figufe 5-2: This figure shows the model as a collection of springs, masses, and dampers. The springs
and dampers at the hips produce torques that are proportional to the angle and angular velocity of the
hip.

repeats as long as the legs remain under the body and there is enough total energy for the model to leave the
ground. The vertical bouncing cycle is described in detail on section 5.5.

During the vertical bouncing cycle, the model dissipates energy. There are losses in the dampers, and impacts

with the ground, and with the stops. When an impact occurs momentum is conserved and energy is lost. In

order to operate in a steady state, we add energy to the model. When a leg reaches its minimum length and
begins to lengthen, we increase its equilibrium length. The effect is the same as having an actuator compress
the spring, adding potential energy to the system. We only add energy to a leg when the foot is on the

ground. Once the foot leaves the ground we return the equilibrium length of the leg to the original value.

In Appendix A we develop the equations of motion for the model and outline the way that we solve them.

Appendix B is a list of the parameter values used for the simulations in this report.

S-. .". .-. . .%"%' %::::
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5.5 Modes of Oscillation

The model described in Section 5.4 has three modes of oscillation, as shown in Fig. 5-3. Vertical bouncing,
where the legs remain vertical and the body remains horizontal, dominates the motion of the system. When
both feet are on the ground there is a see-saw rocking mode, in which the legs remain vertical, but one is
getting shorter while the other is getting longer. In this mode, the body rocks like a see-saw. Finally there is a
swaying motion where the system resembles an inverted pendulum. In this mode the body remains level
while the legs pivot about the feeL

i.5

Bouncing

Rocking

Sway i ng

Fiurpe 5-3: These are the modes of osillation of the model

In this section, we make some simplifications and then analyze each mode. One simplification is that we look
only at th' cases where either both of the feet are on the ground or neither of the feet are on the ground.
When both feet are on the ground, we consider the model to be a linear second order oscillator. We look
most carefully at bouncing, solving the equations of motion for a complete cycle. For the rocking and

swaying modes, we find the natural frequency and the damping ratio.

.-"
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5.5.1 Vertical Bouncing

We need to define some terms to talk about the vertical motion. When the feet arc on the ground, the model
is in the stance phase, otherwise it is in the flight phase. The transition from flight to stance is called
touchdown, the transition from stance to flight is called lift-off. The lowest point in the cycle, bottom, occurs
during stance. The highest point in the cycle, top, occurs during flight. See Fig. 5-4.

When the body is level and bouncing straight up and down, the model alternates between harmonic motion
during stance and ballistic motion during flight. From touchdown though lift-off the motion is that of a

. damped spring-mass oscillator. The motion changes slightly when the model reaches bottom and begins to
accelerate upward. This is because we change the equilibrium length of the legs to add energy to the system.
From touchdown to bottom the vertical motion is described by the second order differential equation:

S- my - 2by - 2k (y - y) -mg 0 (5.1)

where
m is the sprung mass of the model

(Everything except for the lower legs),
b is the damping coefficient of the legs, -.

k is the spring constant of the legs,
y is the body height,
Syo is the rest length of the legs.

Solving (5.1) gives the following expressions for the height and vertical velocity:

Y = y0 -9 1 + e'"n(t - ttd) {A sin[,d (t - ttd)] + B cos[Wd (t - ttd)]} (5.2)
Wn

.- e' n t ttd) {C sin[ (t - t).+ D coswd (t - td)1 (5.3)

where

A = (-) (ytd + Wn(Ytd- YO + 1 (5.4)

d ni B=-(Ytd - YO+ g  (5.5)

C = (-) t + ,o YO + :) (5.6)
Eaid %" "

D =t (5.7)

ttd is the time when touchdown happens,
D 4%,(57
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.Ytd is the height of the body,
Yt is the vertical velocity at touchdown, and

,= 2 2b and d = n  . (5.8)

When the model reaches bottom the velocity is zero. The time to reach bottom, th, is obtained by setting
(5.3) equal to zero.

th ttd + (. )atan( • OYtd )("
W0d  Wditd + (yAd --YO + 9':' :::

At Eb, the rest length of the legs changes from y0 to Y0. The equations of motion for the remainder of the
stance phase are:

Y Y y 0 n. + e't( sin[Wdt- tb)] + Fcos[cwd(t- ]} (5.10)"

- e-"n(t - tb) {G sin[o d (t - t)I (5.11)

where -".

E = (y,-b Y.+ (5.12)

Wd

F =(Yb - Y; + .!n) (5.13)

2=-!!n(yb -y;-l + g(5.14).Wd b aa(51)"n '
ftn

Lift-off and touchdown both occur with the legs at maximum length. When the legs extend to ytd the stops
that establish the maximum leg length hit the lower leg and accelerate it upward. Momentum is conserved

during the impact, and energy is dissipated. The vertical velocity of the body decreases by the ratio between .'

the sprung mass of the model and the total mass. The sudden reduction in velocity can be seen as a notch on 7'

the phase plot in Fig. 5-4. Setting (5.10) equal to ytd gives a transcendental expression for the time of lift-off,
tw

S. '% , %"

Ytd + e mn(t - tb) [E sin[od (te - + F cofo d (tIe - VII (5.15)

% 'w.-..
.4.. . .. . .

a .. "* .

I, ' " , 3 , . . . ,, , , , . ' . ,,' . . . . . . , . . . . . . . -. . ,. ,, , -. . . . . . . .. . . . . . , ,,
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where E and F are given by (5.12) and (5.13).

.60-

.45

YT (m/sec)
Figure 5-4: The vertical position of the center of gravity of the body is plotted along the vertical axis.
and the vertical velocity along the horizontal axis. The upper part of the plot is parabolic, the motion of
a body experiencing the constant acceleration of griy. The lower part is harmonic, the motion of a
spring mass oscillator. Note the notch maused by the impact of the stops against the lower legs. This
phase plot is from simulation r.319.8 and shows several cycles of vertical bouncing. The model
parameters are listed in Appendix Rt

Once lift-off has occurred, the vertical motion is described by:

- M - Mg =0 (5.16)

where M is the total mass of the systemn.

Solving (5.16) giver:

%.
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Y -- SlO--gt -i 2  -

2o (5.17) ': .

In Table 5-1 the vertical motions preditted by this analysis are compared with those measured from a ""

simulation. Most of the values differ by less than 3%. The velocity just after lift-off, Yl+ differs by 10)%. We".-:

attribute the discrepancy to differences in the modeling of the compliance of the ground and the stops. In the
simulation these are modeled as stiff (k =50000 N/m) springs, while in die analysis they are modeled as rigid

i ~constraints.L-

Q£ uantity Analysis Simulation

Natural Frequency, ton  10.260 rad/sec , .
Damping Ratio, 0.0256 ",
Damped Frequency, wo 10.256 rad/sec '~:'

Velocity at Touchdown, itdl -1.981 m/se -1.962 r/se
Time at Touchdown, ttd 0.202 sec 0.200 sec .

Time at Bottom, th 0.397 see 0.400 sec %.,

Position at Bttorf, yb 0.305 m 0.301 m .rn=

Time at Lift-offt 0.587 see 0.600 sec
Velocity before Lif-off, i 2.01 m/sec 2.03 m/see -.

' "~Velocity after Lift-off, Y 1.901 m/see 1.735 m/see c-.

Time at Touchdown, ttd 0.976 seconds 0.980 seconds,-. ..
Period 0.774 seconds 0.780 seconds

Fipe g-1: This table compare the vertical bouncing motion obtained frmi the numerial simulation )

with that predicted by the analysis in this section. The simulation data are from simulation 0.191L The ,"i
~~~model was dropped from 0.2 meters with the body level. The parameters of the model are lised in """

:' 5.5.2 Rocking """

i When the feet are on the ground, the model formns a tcrsional oscillator. When the body is perturbed from -.

the horizontal by an angle 0, a restoring torque is generated by the hip springs and by the differential forces s
• ~in the leg springs. Using the small angle approximation, the equation of motion is: "

% -6

g.- - ( ) %.

y =... . .. - (5.18) ~~ i~ll .ml~lll - dm ,
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Ii1 - (2B + bs')i - (2K + ks)e 0 (5.19)

where

I= + Df
b 2

s is the distance from the body center of gravity to the hips,
B is the damping coefficient at the hip, and
K is the spring constant at the hip.

The oscillation will be characterized by:

IN-t-l 2B + b1
2

go n T and wd1- f . (5.20)
r 2 (2K +k1 7

5.5.3 Swaying

In this mode of oscillation, the legs remain at a constant length while they pivot about the feeE, and the body
remains level. Again we use the smnall angle approximation, and the equation of motion is:

- i - 2119 - (2K - 2m~gr - mbgL)f 0 (5.21) .. ,.

where

I 21L +7mnL r2 + mhL,
L is the length o~the legs.
r is the distance from the foot to the center of gravity of the legs,

m~ Lare the mass and moment of inertia of the legs, and
Mrn.0  is the mass of the body.

The oscillation will be characterized by:

2B
and (5.22)

2 C'(2K - 2mLgr - mbog):

Wd W 1
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5.6 Results

We show some of the state information from a simulation in Fig. 5-5. The model was dropped from a height
of 0.2 m with the body level. This is a stable simulation: the motion is periodic and continues indefinitely.

M-...

-.2

.8

Time (Seconds)" "
.2 ..-.

Figure 5-5: The plots show the angle of the body, and the horizontal and vertical displacement of the ,,..

center of gravity ofl the body. The model was dropped from a height of 0.2 m with the body level. Note
the two frequencies of oscillation: a high bouncing frequency and a lower rocking frequency that decays
away. The data are from simulation r.319.8.

Two distinct modes of oscillation are visible. The "heartbeat" of the model is the vertical bouncing with a .

* frequency of 1.28 Hz. The amplitude of this mode decreases slightly from the initial height to a height where
the energy losses in a hopping cycle match the energy addition in a cycle. The second mode is a 0.15 Hz
rocking which decays as the simulation progresses. Fig. 5-6 shows the length of one leg and the hip angle fbr
that leg with this frequency outlined.

Not all of our simulations are stable. Fig. 5-7 shows some of the state information for a simulation where the .... ,

model fell over after a few seconds. We ran two sets of simulations to learn something about the limits of
stability. Tables 5-2 and 5-3 show the results. Beginning with the model that behaved as shown in Fig 5-5,

,,,- . ..
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Figure 56: These plots show the rocking frequency that is mixed with the vertical bouncing frequency.

The upper plot is leg length, the lower is the hip angle.

we varied the stiffness of the hip springs up and down to find the range of values for which periodic motion

was established. We repeated the procedure for a model with stiffer legs.

For each leg stiffness there is a range of hip stiffnesses for which the model remains upright. Outside of that
range it tips over. Body angle deviations of less than 0.5 radian can be damped out. Larger body angle

deviations from level are not recoverable, the model always tips over.

5.7 Discussion

The fact that we see evidence of more than one mode of oscillation in the simulation is encouraging. There
are now two things that we need to do in order to support the hypothesis that a system such as this can
undergo a gait change without being explicitly forced to do so.

. We need to use different initial conditions to stimulate different modes.

* We need to tune the model to different stiffnesses and look for changes in the relationships of the
modes.

It is not surprising that the vertical mode of oscillation dominates the motion of the model. This mode is

excited both by the initial conditions and by the energy sources. We can excite other modes by choosing

different initial hip angles. At this time we still hope to be able to differentiate gaits without having to add

energy sources to the hips

The analysis of the rocking and swaying modes relies on both feet remaining on the ground. This does not

* '4, ,:...,;%
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.90

.0[.

.5Tm Scns

r.35. 110 123 nsal

r.o0. 3sabised (Siula1o stable

r.323.4 150 6.91 unstable

r.319.5 120 2.372 unstable

Figure!5-: Results of simulations with k~ 1000 N/rn. The frequency raio is the ratio of the
natural frequency in rocking to the natur % cncy in bouncing. The natural frequency in rocking
increases.a the hips are stiffened. while the natural frequency in bouncing remains constant.

happen, either in our model or in nature, because the vertical cycle requires the legs to be off of the ground
part of the time. We need to analyze the effect on an oscillator of being periodically interrupted by another

%, .
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Simulation khip (N/m) Frequency Ratio Result

r.320.8 1500 4.999 unstable
r.323.3 1200 4.523 unstable
r.325.1 880 3.954 stable
r.313.4 632 3.449 stable
r.313.3 417 2.941 stable
r.312.3 400 2.897 unstable
r.313.2 234 2.427 unstable

Figure 5-3: Results of simulations with k = 2000 N/m. There is a narrow range of hip stiffnesses
for which the model is stable. Stable meanst periodic motion is established. Unstable means that the
model tips over.

oscillatory process. We believe that it is this interaction that causes the low frequency oscillation seen in the
simulation data.

5.7.1 Other Things to Study4.'.

Animals have muscles that act at more than one joint. These two joint muscles tend to couple together the
motions of adjacent joints, and may play an important part in determining the characteristic modes and
frequencies of the mechanical system. Springs and dampers can be added to the model that would be roughly
analogous to these muscles. This will make the model more like biological systems, and give some insight to
what physical parameters are important in determining the gaits/modes of the system.

"" The ground doesn't have to be horizontal. Instead of adding energy, we can make the model "run down a
hill". The angle of the shallowest hill that the model would run down would give a measure of "specific
resistance". Specific resistance is a generalized lift-to-drag ratio used to compare the efficiency of different
means of locomotion system. By changing the angle of the hill we might also cause the model to oscillate in
different modes, performing a sort of "gait transition" at a certain angle.

5.8 Summary

Using a simple planar model, we have begun to explore the idea that gait is determined by the mechanical
system that makes up an animal's body. We have analyzed some of the oscillations that occur in the model.
Simulations of the model have given us a handle on stability criteria.

4 The simulations reveal a clear mixing of two different modes of oscillation with two different frequencies. We
are now trying to tune the model so that these two modes can be made to combine in distinctly different ways,

corresponding to different gaits.

%~% % "
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5.9 Appendix A: Equations of Motion for the Model
The equations of motion for the model were developed using Newtonian mechanics. There are three

equations for each of the five links: summation of horizontal forces, summation of vertical forces, and
summation of torques about the center of gravity. This gives fifteen equations expressing the acceleration of
each ink as a function of the position and velocity of the link, the spring and damper forces, the ground
reaction forces, and the internal reaction forces. The internal reaction forces are eliminated leaving seven
equations.

There are kinematic relationships that express the positions, velocities, and accelerations of the links in terms
of the chosen state variables and their derivatives. These are substituted into the seven equations to obtain
integrable expressions for the derivatives of the fourteen state variables.

The equations are expressed in matrix form:

A(Q) Q + B(Q, Q, R, F) = 0 (5.23)

where
Q is the vector of the first seven state variables,
Q, Q are time derivatives of Q,
R is a vector of ground reactions, and
F is a vector of spring and damper forces.

Equation (523) is solved for Q:

Q - A-' B (5.24)

and Q form the derivative of the state vector. We numerically integrate this derivative to find the new state
vector. Forces, ground reactions and energies are all functions of the state.

The state variables are:

x, x --The horizontal position and velocity of foot a.
y, y -- The vertical position and velocity of foot a.

0a, daI  -- The angle and angular velocity of leg a.
6b, d -- The angle and angular velocity of the body.

--The angle and angular velocity of leg c.
]Aa - The length and rate of extension of leg a.
l e -- The length and rate of extension of leg c

k .
. -'.O

S°°
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Fa Newton's Law:q-

T1 T+ F 1 s'l 4Ra r, sin96) -R a.yr alCo(#)-a

F1 R +i-Fa o~ ,sin( Fco ) =m a l

lal 1 Ra. y +Fa sa 1 F oO.ma, agma, j.,

~ lal Kinematic relations:

.V,.

R xal.=x+-r. [mIOa)a+W~~
i sin(O ) 4+co

RM.Xa, al a a a a

Ra.yx-xrc()
al ral *a)

Fgure H-: The equations of motion for the lower part of leg a.

F2.y Newton's Law:

Tab Fi ra + FZ ysa2Cos(9 a) +Tab -F2, x usn(.) -T, -2 #a

F . FZ + F1 sn(ea) -Fa cs(ea)m m.2

Sa2 Fy~ 1 e)F Qin-eama 9 ma2 ia

(ra, =" 'a- Sal -'A - 'al)

* *a2 Ia2Kinematic relationships:

/a Ua ia = + Oa -Sa2 ral [cns(8a)'a sn(a) #al + 2 ia C*sa) ' fa 51(a)

-x (lasasi)siO(9
Y a2 =Yal + ( Aral *a) a+'

Y al +a-sa -ral) sinU)U a( 9+Ics

ia ( 'a 2 a)I(a) ia + Co( a) aa 2£.sn#)i o(.

T, F1  x al ('~a S2 rad)sin(Badea + 'a C~a)

Figure 5-9: The equations of motion for the upper part of leg a.
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lb F

F3

F2, Tb

.,. -,y

Newton's Law:,%. ~
Tb + FZYr o(b 3 o(F)F bsln(Gb) + F 3 % sin(Ob)=I~ .

-F3 -FZ = M
1b 'b

-F3 y F2,y 'mb = Mb 

Kinematic relationships:

ib i2+s2(o~a 'a nda 2  + rb [cs(b 'b sn*b #b)

Y= Ya2 +t sa2 O* 42+ rbco0*b) #b

=bYa + s.2 slf) + % b )

'3 a s~)' + o*8a) 'a rb[Isn(ob) #b + csb)9

* Ib~~xa2 - a2 sinfl(aab1~
~b a) Oa rb sG(b)

Figure!5.10: The equations of motion for the body.
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F3. y
Tbc Newton's Law:

*4c *c3. I c Knmt c eatoships:,xC2-i(O+bc-T I2

DC~~~~ + Sb sin($.) 9bSn( e 2 
- sco~e m~cosD)6 i(2

S'c2 3, xb
F . - %~os8 -"9b 9b + c(OSd b ~ + & ~ [sI2e~ Yc+2o9)

MC2 - %C2e~e

q22

Figur =-1 The Eq+in of motionb for -h uppor) par ofO(# leg c

Sd R +F bW~b b+Cso)O) c sno c+Cse c
FF 4  sin(

xr =X +~~sCr

* m~. KNemtic' rLatinhis

SCI =4Rr y + 1 siI +F4io(d (m,90), c

c2 c s * rd)cO( 0  ~z(

=~ ~ a ic - ic2 in(OdSinD

x~j=Y +(I~-s~ rc1) (sin(90) 'c + cos(*d) I+2isn() ' (d
C~x i Xi 2* ~+ls (lC)G.I. C ws(D'd" w~

Figure 5.12: The equations of motion for the lower part of leg c.
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5.10 Appendix B: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Description
Parameters for the lower part of the legs
Sa, sol 0.10 meters Distance from the center of gravity to the upper end.
r., rd  0.10 meters Distance from the foot to the center of gravity.

0.0004 kg-m 2  Moment of Inertia.
0.50 kg Mass.

Parameters for the upper part of the legs:
sa2 s2 0.10 meters Distance from the center of gravity to the hip.
I, Id 0.0004 kg-m2  Moment of Inertia.
ma2m, m2 0.50 kg Mass.

Parameters for the body:
Sb. rb 0.30 meters Distance from each hip to the center of gravity.

0.54 kg-m 2  Moment ofInertia.
mn.1,18.00 kg Mass.

Parameters of the ground:
kgx s. &Y 50000.00 N/m Stiffness of the ground.
b& I, b& y 100.00 N-s/rn Viscosity of the ground.
g 9.81 m/sec The acceleration of gravity.

1.00 kg-m/N-s
2

,9,

Parameters of the springs and dampers:
ka, kc  1000.00 N/m The stiffness of the legs.
ku,, k 400.00 N-mr/ad The stiffness of the hips.
bal bc  5.00 N-s/m The viscosity of the legs.
b bt 5.00 N-m-s/rad The viscosity of the hips. ,.'

1* 0' ¢. 0 0.60 meters Rest length of the legs.
la, 0. SW IC, 0. $ 0.62 meters Modified rest length for the legs.
ab 0 1.57 radians Rest angle of the hips.

ob, (P %.

Parameters of the stops:
IL a, Ila,i 0.20 meters Maximum length of the legs.
1C, max' 1c, an 0.20 meters Minimum length of the legs.
k 50000.00 N/m Stiffness of the stops.

b 100.00 N-s/m Viscosity of the stops.

2-a,.'.
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6. Path Control in 3D

Seshashayee S. Murthy

6.1 Introduction

The ability to traverse an arbitrary path in the horizontal plane is an important milestone in achieving
maneuverability and avoiding obstacles in the path of the hopper. To follow an arbitrary curve in the
horizontal plane it is necessary to alter the direction of motion of the hopper. We describe here a method that
uses lateral foot placement to alter the direction of motion of the hopper when it is in motion. The ability to
alter the direction of motion while the hopper is not stationary is important for maneuverability and speed. In
the absence of such a scheme, changing the direction of travel requires that the hopper be first brought to a
stop before motion is initiated in a new direction. Fig. 6-1 illustrates this form of path control. The desired
path is a square with 2 m sides. The hopper takes 24 sec for the circuit but the accuracy of the path is quite
good.

Altering the direction of travel of the hopper while it is in motion requires the application of a force
perpendicular to the plane of motion. There are two ways to bring such a force to bear on the hopper.

1. Placement of the foot outside the plane of motion causes a Lateral force to act on the hopper. If
the foot is not under the center of gravity, the body accelerates away from the foot because of
forces acting in that direction. Fig. 6-2 describes how these forces act.

* At touch-down, an impact force acts on the foot. The magnitude and direction of this force
:4 are determined by the forward velocity at touch-down and the distance of the foot from the

plane of motion.

* Also, during stance, because of such asymmetrical placement, gravity causes a torque along
the roll axis, at the foot. This causes the hopper to accelerate in a direction perpendicular to
the line of motion.

*T Thirdly, during the stance period an upward force is being applied on the body by the leg.
Because the leg is at an angle with respect to the plane of motion the resultant ground
reaction forces have a component perpendicular to the plane of motion. Placement of the
foot outside the plane of motion thus causes lateral forces on the hopper that result in a
lateral acceleration.

2. Hip torques during stance.
During the stance phase the foot is constrained not to move due to friction. Therefore, torques
applied at the hip cause reaction forces at the ground. Hip torques along the roll axis cause
reaction forces perpendicular to the line of motion. These reaction forces can be used to alter the
velocity of the hopper.

o .- -.-.- * • .- -...- . - . . - :.-.. --- °. , .-.. . . . . - . . .' '.; .. ,. V.:,N
,,,;,,,,,- ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~.. .... ......... '...... .,.....•..... .......-.-.- --- .. /...-.-.-......- .. .. .-~~~............................... .... ..
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1.50.
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1.00. .X

-. 50 -. 0 -9 o 1 10 15

C~ X(M)

Figure 6-1: Path control. The 3D model was made to follow a square path. It started at (-L1), lower
left, and progressed anti-clockwise through (1,-1), (1j1). and (-1,1). finally returning to the starting point.
Total time around the square was 24 sm

* ~6.2 Path Control Using Foot Placement 4.

The change in the momentum of the hopper, AM, during the stance phase can be expressed as a function of
the placement of the foot in the horizontal plane, the forward and vertical velocities at touch-down and the
torques applied during the stance phase.

1%In
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Figre 6-2: Lateral forces acting on the foot. Left) The effect of hip torques on the hopper. A roll
torque at the hip auses a reaction force in the lateral direction at the foot. Center) The effect of force
applied at the linear actuator at the hip. Because the force F acts at an angle P. it has a component F
sin$ in the lateral direction. This causes an equal reaction force at the ground. Right) The effect of
gravity on the hopper. Because the sum of moments at the foot has to be zero, there is a ground reaction
force acting the foot.

whr (6.1)

is the lateral distance of the foot from the plane of motion at touch-down.

"ong is the longitudina l distance of the foot from the center of gravity along

the direction of motion at touch-down.

VD0a is the velocity of the hopper in the horizontal plane at touch-down.

VVer is the vertical velocity of the hopper.

T are the torques applied on the body at the hip.

To achieve path control in the plane, we need to find, prior to touch-down, the correct control actions that

would result in the desired AM. These could be placement of the foot or application of hip torques during
stance. We have not found an analytical method to predict AM. One alternative would be to simulate the
hopper, an open loop linkage with 6 joints, for the duration of the stance phase. To achieve effective real-time
control it is necessary to complete these computations in about 50 ms.so that the rest of the flight phase can be

used to orient the leg correctly. This is a tremendous computational burden. It would be preferable to find a .•

less computation intensive control scheme.... - .

The approach I am presently investigating is an extension of the controller used for straight line running. It

a ,-, ,%,,,,,-,, . ...... .. ..-: .--,-, ........-,.,._, .,? ,',' ,., ..-. ....S*- .- .-...-....- .-*~.~r*.* ..-.. .-.. -..-..-.
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Figure 0'3 Effect of foot placement on the velocity of the hopper. The circles mark the position of the
foot with respect, to the center of gravity Of the hopper at touch-down. The vectors represent the chanse
in the velocity of the hopper for each foot placement during the stance phas. In the top figure the
hopper has no forward velocity at touch-down. The acceleration vectors all point towards the origin.
The length of the vectors increases with the distance from the origin. In the bottom figure the forward
velocity at touch-down is 1 in/sec in the positive x direction. The x marks the foot placement that
results in zero velocity change. The acceleration vectors point in this general direction. For small
displacements the magnitude of the acceleration vectors increases with the distance from t point.

uses foot placement at touch-down alone to achieve the desired velocity changes. Using a series of

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .% -.
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1.50.
V = 06msc ~t=00

- V = 0. lSJc, DLa .04 fllm
- V=O0.4 m/SeC, D~a= 0.04 M

1.00 .

.50.

xV

.00.
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-. 50.\ ~ .

-1.00-xX......
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Figure 6-4: Circular trajectories. The hopper follows a circular trajectory if D adthfowrspe
are both maintained constant during each hop. The curves show the Pat 1 0 owed by the center of
gravity of the hopper while it is traversing three such circles. The x's mark the points at which the foot
touched down during stance. The middle circle is traversed when the speed is 0.6 in/sec and D 4 is 7
maintained at 0.04 in. If D 5 is decreased to 0.02imnwhile the speed remains fixed at 0.6 in/sec the
lateral acceleration decreases. tThe hopper therefore traverscs the outer circle which has a larger radius.
IfD is maintained at 0.04 m while the speed is decreased to 0.4 rn/sec the change in direction during
each stance phase is more pronounced. The hopper therefore traverses a circle which has a smafler

-, radius

simulations it is possible to characterize the acceleration of the hopper during the stance phase as a function of
the foot placement, given that hip torques are at the values dictated by the controller. It is therefore possible
to find a tabular representation of Equation (6.1) where the hip torques are factored out by assuming that they
are at their nominal values during stance.

Fig. 6-3 plots the acceleration vector of the center of gravity of the hopper as a function of foot placement for

%'a -

% - %...
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Fre 6-5: Spiral Trajectories. The lateral acceleration during the stance phase increses with the
lateral displacement of the fool If the displacement is increased each successive hop, then the hopper
follows a spiral trajectory. Here the forward speed was fixed at 0.6 /sec. D was increased from 0.0
to 0.035 "

two different forward velocities. Hip torques are at their nominal values. The circles mark the position at
touch-down of the foot with respect to the center of gravity The forward velocity at touch-down is along the x
axis. The hopper resembles an inverted pendulum that is falling towards the ground. In Fig. 6-3 (top) the J-.
hopper has no forward velocity. After the foot touches the ground the hopper falls away from the point of
touch-down towards the center of gravity. The graph is therefore radially symmetric about the origin. The
forward velocity imparted during the stance phase increases with the distance from the origin. In Fig.
6-3 (bottom) the forward velocity at touch-down is 1.0 m/sec in the x direction. Here the x marks the point of
zero acceleration. The acceleration vectors point in this general direction. The lateral acceleration and the
longitudinal acceleration are almost independent of each other when the lateral displacement is small
compared to the longitudinal displacement of the foot

Using a systematic series of such simulations, I have built a table to predict the acceleration of the hopper as a

function of the foot placement and the velocity at touch-down. The forward and the vertical velocities at
touch-down can be calculated at the previous lift-off. The desired longitudinal and lateral accelerations, are
calculated from the desired trajectory. These four quantities can then be used as indices into a table, to find
the foot placement that results in the desired accelerations during stance. By using this method it is therefore
possible to cause the hopper to follow a desired path.

%'
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Fipre -: Spiral Trajectories. Keeping Da constant while continuously increasing the forward
velocity results in a continuous increase in the radius of curvature. The hopper therefore traverses a a,

spiral in the outward directiom Here, the forw d velocity was increased from 0.2 ni/sec to LO M/see ..
while Drmains fixed at 0.04..L

6.3 Trajectories

We have used asymmetrical placement of the foot to cause the hopper to follow various trajectories. These

trajectories show that hopper can be made to follow an arbitrary path with a varying radius of curvature.

, -

6.3.1 Circles

A constant lateral acceleration is necessary to cause the hopper to follow a circular trajectory. From the
discussion in the previous section and Fig. 6-3 we can infer that if the speed of the hopper and the distance %' %

DLat are maintained constant, then the change in velocity during each stance phase is the same. The hopper

experiences a constant centripetal acceleration during the stance phase. During the flight phase the trajectory

of the center of gravity is a straight line because no external forces act on the hopper. The hopper can thus be

caused to follow a path that closely resembles a circle. Fig. 6-4 is a plot of the path of the center of gravity of .*.-

the hopper. The horizontal speed of the hopper was maintained constant at 0.6 m/sec and the distance D t,.
was maintained constant at 0.04 m. The resultant trajectory closely approximates a circle.

We can infer from Fig. 6-3 that if DLa is decreased while the hopper's speed is maintained constant, then the %
lateral acceleration decreases. The change in direction is therefore less pronounced and the hopper traverses a %

circle of a larger radius. In Fig. 6-4 the hopper traverses the outer circle at the same speed, 0.6 m/sec as the

middle circle but DLx is maintained constant at 0.02 m. -

% ... ,. .
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Figure 6-7: A square path: The continuous dark line represents the path followed by the hopper while
attempting to traverse a square path with sides 3 m in length. The dotted line represents the desired
trajectory. The x's mark the points at which the foot was placed during stance. The hopper starts off at
the top left-hand side corner and traverses the path in an anti-clockwise fashion at a constant forward .

velocity of 0.7 m/sec. At each of the comers the hopper has to make a sharp turn. To achieve this the
foot is placed ahead and to the rigHt of the point of zero acceleration. The forward velocity changes
directico by almost a right angle as a result. The quick turns reduce the time around the circuit to 19 sec.

If DL t is maintained constant while the speed of the hopper is decreased then the change in direction is more
pronounced and the hopper traverses a circle with a smaller radius. In Fig. 6-4 the hopper traversPS the inner
circle at 0.4 m/sec while D is maintained constant at 0.04 m.

6.3.2 Spiral trajectories

Fig. 6-3 illustrates that the lateral acceleration during the stance phase increases with the lateral displacement ". "-"
of the foot, in the vicinity of the point of zero acceleration. If the distance D is increased during each 4.".'

successive hop while the speed of the hopper is maintained constant then the lateral vclocity imparted to the

,." . . .... ..... ... . ... -. . . 4. .*.% . '.' ' .- ... K,.. ..<..- .. 2 .-. ." .... " . -.'."
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hopper during each stance phase also increases. The radius of curvature of the hopper's trajectory is therefore
constantly decreasing. The hopper therefore follows a trajectory that is close to a spiral. Fig. 6-5 shows the
path followed by the hopper during such a maneuver.

Also if Dx is maintained constant while the speed of the hopper is constantly increased, the hopper would go
outwards along a spiral trajectory. Fig. 6-6 shows the path followed by the hopper during such a maneuver.

6.3.3 Square Path

It is possible using asymmetrical foot placement to substantially alter the velocity of the hopper. This can be
used to cause the hopper to follow a square path like the one in Fig. 6-1. While turning a corner the
longitudinal velocity of the hopper has to be brought to zero and a lateral velocity has to be imparted. This is

achieved by placing the foot forward and to the side of the point of zero acceleration. The exact foot
placement that is required to execute this maneuver is found by looking up a table as explained in section 6.2.
Fig. 6-7 shows the path followed by the hopper while traversing a square with sides 3 m long. The path
control strategy followed by the hopper causes it to turn after it has passed the corner. The turn is
accomplished in a single hop without bringing the hopper to a stop in the horizontal direction. Deviations
from the desired path are then corrected for by changing the direction of the hopper. Because the forward
velocity is maintained constant at 0.7 m/sec the step length is also fixed. Hence at the corners the hopper

overshoots the desired path. The maximum overshoot is less than the step length of the hopper.

The entire path is traversed in 19 sec. This is a 47% decrease in traversal time compared to the method that
stops and restarts motion at each comer.

%N
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6.4 Appendix: Description of 3D Model

Dimensions of 3D one-legged model:

Link leg cylinder ring body Units
Description Cylinder Cylinder Ring Ring
Mass .8626 0.5902. 0.1 14.755 Kg
Length 0.8 0.15 0.01 Meters

,' Radius 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.3 Meters
Moments of Inertia:
., 0.0474 0.00674 .0.00009 1.152 Kg-m2

J 0.0474 0.0004 0.000046 0.807 Kg-m2

0.0001 0.00674 0.000046 0.115 Kg-m2

JX 0 0 0 0 Kg-m2

Jy 0 0 0 0 Kg-m2

0 0 0 0 Kg-m2

Denavit-Hartenberg description of the model:

Joint# 9 d a a Description
1 v/2 Q 0 v/2 External degree of freedom. X displacement of foot.
2 W/2 0 v/2 External degree of freedom. Y displacement of foot
3 v/2 Q 0 v/2 External degree of freedom. Z displacement of foot.
4 Q, 0 0 v/2 External degree of freedom. Orientation of leg.
5 Q 0 0 v/2 External degree of freedom. Orientation of leg.

6 6 0 0 0 External degree of freedom. Orientation of leg.
- 7 vr/2 0 v/2 Length of leg.8 0 0 ,Q/2 Orientation ofleg with respect to hip..

9 Q8 0 0 v/2 Orientation of leg with respect to hip.

9 -- 0 0 .....- ... . - . c ........ .......... ..
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7. Legged Locomotion Vignettes :.
Marc H. Raibert and Anthony J. Stentz

7.1 Introduction

% In this chapter we collect together and discuss ideas about legged locomouon that have developed from our
work over the past few years. Some of these ideas are preliminary to future work in our laboratory, while

others may turn out to be half-baked or just plain wrong. All of the concepts discussed are characterized by a
lack of experimental data or formal development. The purpose of collecting these discussions here is to
provide an open repository for our developing thoughts where they can get some air and criticism, and
perhaps lead to new ideas.

* f

a. Figure 7-1: The purpose of legs in a legged system is to provide support for the body and to propel it
'p forward.

7.2 Locomotion Algorithms for N Legs

It is now time to think about systems with several legs. We have argued that actively balanced legged systems 00
with just one leg are easier to study and understand than those with many legs, and that the lessons learned

4,> from study of one-legged systems will generalize to multi-legged systems. How far can we generalize the ideas

we already have for one-legged systems?

The discussion that follows is a first attempt to make such generalizations. The approach is to decompose the £4
behavior commonly observed in biped and quadruped locomotion, into components that we know about

from our work with one leg. We do not address the problem of gait selection, focussing instead on methods of
maintaining balance and forward speed once a gait is chosen, if indeed it is correct to assume that gaits are

chosen at all.

One way to generalize understanding of systems with one leg to systems with many legs, is to avoid focussing

S.:..-..- ......- ..-.
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7.2.1 One Leg at a Time
For the purpose of this discussion, let us take it for granted that our work on 2D and 3D systems with one leg

provides effective algorithms for controlling devices that have a leg, a body, and a suitable collection of
actuators and sensors. These algorithms involve providing leg thrust to maintain vertical hopping, placing the
leg during flight to control the forward running velocity, and torquing the body during stance to control
attitude. With this starting point, it is not hard to propose a mechanism that would work for humans and

other bipeds running on two legs.

Despite a number of real differences1, running on one and two legs is remarkably similar. Rather than use
one leg over and over again as a system with only' one leg must, a biped alternates in the use of two separate
legs. See Fig. 7-3. The thrust each leg delivers, the placement of the legs, and the torque generated between .'

the hip and leg during stance can be identical to the corresponding values generated for systems with one leg.

While one-legged systems use the same leg over and over to achieve these functions, the human biped

performs these functions alternately, with the two legs. The basic characteristics as seen from the body are not

much different in the two cases -- alternation of springy support and ballistic flight.

We characterize running by one- and two-legged systems in the following terms:

e Only one leg provides support at a time.

9 Support phases and flight phases proceed in strict alternation.

,'..t'S."

We call this class of running gait the one-fool. All the legs are Kept off the ground, except for the one whose -....

turn it is to provide support. The human biped runs in this manner, as do the one-legged machines we have

built. I know of no example of a natural quadruped that employs a one-foot gate.

In principle, the control algorithm used for the one-legged system will permit a systems with any number of
legs to run using a one-foot gait. A quadruped performing the one-foot gait would cycle through use of the %

'There are three primary differences between the behavior of systems with one and two leg:

* Two les permit running without pitching motions of the body. A one-legged system must move its leg forward and
backward at different times. When a one-legged system swings its leg forward during flight. the body must pitch forward so
that angular momentum is conserved. In a biped it is possible to overlap in time the backward motion of the supporting leg

with the forward motion of the other leg. If the legs move forward and backward in this complementary fashion, then
conservation of angular momentum during flight can occur without pitching motions of the body, and without a tail.

" Since forward and backward motions of the legs can occur simultaneously in the biped, the time available for the recovery
motion of the swing leg is not uniquely determined by the duration of flight. Therefore, if the recovery motion of one leg is
overlapped with the stance motion of the other leg, then a biped will run faster than a one-legged system if both can move a
leg back and forth at the me rae.

" It is desirable for a biped to recover one leg to a forward position while the other leg supports weight. The recovery leg must

be substantially shorter than the support leg, if it is to clear the ground without stubbing. In the one-legged systems we have
explored, the leg was always at maximum length during recovery, but the forward recovery motion occurred when the body
achieved peak height during flight. A biped should have a mechanism that will permit the swing leg to shorten substantially
during recovery, and to lengthen again in time for landing.

%a...
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Figure 7-3: Running on two legs. (right), is very much like running on one leg. (left). Rather than using
one leg over and over by recovering immediately at the end of the stance phase, the two legs alternate.
Recovery of one leg is overlapped with the stance phase of the other. The horizontal bars at the bottom
indicate C~rpiltm
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legs in some regular order. Each would deliver a vertical thrust to maintain hopping and correct body attitude
during stance when providing support, while the next leg moved to a forward position appropriate for
landing. It would be like a Gatling gun with legs in place of barrels.

A practical problem with this sort of running is the difficulty of locating the legs close enough to the center of
the body to permit the feet to reach the points that would provide balance. The foot must be placed so that S

the average point of support during stance is under the center of mass. It is not hard to attach one or two legs
near the center of mass, but the design problem becomes more difficult with more legs. It is also hard to keep :'
many legs from interfering with each other in their motions, when they are mounted close together. -

To summarize, the one-foot is a class of running gaits in which only one leg provides support at a time and a
flight phase occurs between each support phase. Control of each leg in a system executing a one-foot could "'.

be like that used in our one-legged systems.

7.2.2 Pairs of Legs in Unison

The next step in generalizing from one leg to many legs is to consider pairs of legs that act together.
Quadruped gaits that might be understood and produced in this way are the trot, the pace or rack, and the
bound. In each of these gaits, two legs strike the ground in unison, and they leave the ground in unison.
While one pair of legs is providing support, the other pair swings forward for the next step.

Suppose for the moment that when a pair of legs provides support, both members of the pair are controlled to
act like an equivalent single leg. This is Sutherland's idea of a virtual leg (Sutherland, 1984). One might
suppose that the effective point of support is determined by the position of each foot and the force each
delivers to the ground. The sum of torques delivered by the pair of hip actuators would contribute to the hip
torque, but the difference in thrust of the legs would also influence the effective torque. The height of a hop
would be determined by the sum of thrusts. Chapter 3 of this report explores the problem of controlling pain.
of legs to make them act together in these ways.

Thinking in terms of pairs of legs, the trot, the pace and the bound are very much like a biped one-foot, in
which each biped leg is replaced with a pair of legs. Given that pairs of legs can be controlled to act like single
virtual legs, then these gaits reduce to that of the running biped, which we have already discussed and reduced
fther. The kangaroo ricochet reduces to a one-legged system directly.

An important difficulty in realizing the one-foot running gait with a quadruped is the difficulty of locating the
legs close enough to the system's center of mass. When pairs of legs act together during support, the effective
point of support can be located near the center of mass, even though the physical legs are located a substantial

distance from the center of the body. When two legs provide support simultaneously, the effective point of
support lies somewhere on the line that connects the two feet. In a trot, the gait involving diagonal support
pairs, the lines containing the effective points of support for both leg pairs pass under the center of the body.
In the pace, the gait involving lateral support pairs, the lines connecting the feet may pass under the center of

,,.. .: .: ... * * ' . C
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FiVre 7-4: Sequence in which body and ls are hown at each touch-down and lift-off, for pairs of
steps that are symmetrical. If the foot is positioned behind the center of the CG-print on one step, and in,"" front of the center on the next step, then there can be a synmmetrical pattern that produces zero net..-

acceleration over the pair of steps. The strides will be of different sizes because the speed during theflight phase of each step *s different. The dashed lines indicate symmetry.

mass if the legs are angled inward during stance, or they may pass quite close to the center of the body if the

lobody is narrow.eo"

The bound is another gait that employs pairs of legs acting in unison, but the analysis does not account for
stability in that case. For quadrupeds with long bodies, the lines connecting supporting feet do not pass near
the center of mass. Some other mechanism must be at work to provide stability. See Chapter 3.

A: 7.2.3 Pairs of Legs in Sequence

A basic tenant of dynamic stability is that the legs need not provide a base of support continuously, but only

over time. The stability we have described so far in this discussion relies on finding a foot placement that will
result in symmetrical behavior during each support interval, for each leg or pair of legs. If the motion of the

body is symmetrical about the effective point of support provided by the feet, then there is no net acceleration

of the system. We now consider the case where each support interval causes the system to accelerate, but

successive pairs of support intervals are matched to generate equal and opposite accelerations. See Fig. 7-4.

Such anti-symmetric pairs of steps generate no net acceleration.

,Suppose we modify the control algorithm for the one-legged system, so that on every even hop the algorithm

that calculates desired foot placement adds in an extra factor, Ax, and on every odd hop it adds an extra
'.fator, -Ax. For some suitably small range of Ax, the system would hop side to side, with no net horizontal
. acceleration. Figure 7-5 plots data from just such an experiment, performed with the 3D one-legged hopping

'machine.

The system continues to balance provided that the accelerations caused by the offset of the foot do not cause

the system to tip over entirely before the next step. On the next step there will be an opportunity to accelerate

% .'..-"
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the system in the other direction, with no net acceleration over the pair. This analysis becomes relevant when '

S we think of Ax as representing the distance from the hip to the center of the body. For the pace, Ax may be
small, o the bound Ax is about half the length of the quadruped.

7.2.4 Pairs of Legs Overlapped In Time

The most complicated quadruped running gaits, the canter, the gallop and the half bound, do not yet fit into
this framework. These gaits are characterized by partially overlapping periods of support between pairs of
legs and larger numbers of legs. For instance, in the gallop the following sequence for the front feet is typical:
place front right, place front left, lift front right, lift front left. See Fig. 7-6. Similar overlapping support
periods occur for other pairs of legs.

"ILA
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Figure 7-7: Syminetry that exists about the center of the stance phase in a gallop, for a pair of legs. The
bars underneath the figure indicate the CO-prints for each leg-

So far we only have a vague idea of how to decompose and understand these sorts of gaits. To simplify the
analysis, consider a biped running with overlapping support periods for each leg. Humans can gallop in this
way. See Fig. 7-6. Assume that both legs have equal support periods, and therefore, the CG-print associated
with both legs are of equal length. We see that in steady state running, the biped with overlapped support still -

has a symmetrical support pattern. The single support phases at the beginning and end of the stance interval
have symmetry about the center of the stance interval. The configuration of the body and legs during the
double support phase is also symmetricaL

7.2.5 Independent Legs

So far we have concentrated on representing the behavior of entire multi-legged systems in terms of the
equivalent behavior of one-legged systems. Another way to generalize the results from the one-legged case to
the multi-legged case, is to think in terms of the behavior of several one-legged systems that are loosely
constrained to operate together. The idea is that each leg of a multi-legged system, along with part of the
body behaves like the one-legged systems we have described. Perhaps during a gallop, the vertical bouncing
motion of the front half of a horse might be controlled separately from the vertical bouncing motion of the
back half. This approach is explored more fully in Chapters 3 and 5 of this report.

A primary motivation for our work on systems with one leg was to provide simple ideas about legged
locomotion that we could generalize to more complicated configurations with more legs. Actually, we would
like to find concepts that are not tied to particular locomotion systems, but that apply to whole classes of

"0
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legged systems. We would like to transform the question of how many legs a legged system has, from a
central determinant of behavior to a mere implementation detail.

To summarize briefly the main points of this section: "

* Existing algorithms are effective in controlling systems with a body and one springy leg. They
decompose control into a hopping part, a forward velocity part, and a body attitude part.

7 Bipedal running is very much like running on one leg, except that two legs are used in alternation.
The same control algorithms apply.

9 There is a special class of gaits we call the one-foot, for which only one leg touches the ground at a
time. The same control algorithm applies to all one-foot gaits, independent of the number of legs.

* When pairs of legs acting in unison are controlled to behave like single virtual legs (Sutherland,
1984), then the trot and pace of a quadruped are like the biped run.

* The quadruped bound is also like a biped run, but with an alternating offset in the point of
support.

e We do not yet understand the canter, gallop, or half bound, though there is symmetry in the
pattern of stepping for these multi-legged gaits.

7.3 Scissor Symmetry

When a human runs, the two legs form symmetric angles with respect to the vertical axis. The angle formed

- between the hip and foot of the forward leg and the vertical axis, is equal and opposite to the corresponding

angle for the rearward leg. See Fig. 7-8. This symmetry is largely independent of the speed, bounce, stride, ":-'-"

and other parameters of the gait. The behavior reminds one of the way the blades of a scissors orient
themselves with respect to the paper they cut.

* ... The reader can observe this scissor-like motion by doing an informal experiment. Run forward at an even,

moderate pace. During one stride take a larger step than normal, reaching out with the swing leg, As the

swing leg thrusts forward, the stance leg will stretch backward, maintaining the symmetry of the legs about the

vertical axis and keeping the body in an upright posture. Most normal walking and running activities

preserve this approximate symmetry of leg motion.

A consequence of the scissor symmetry is that during flight, the angle of the leg to be placed is about equal to

the angle of the leg that was just lifted. Fig. 7-8. Can we use this symmetry to formulate an algorithm that can

correctly place the foot? It seems that the nominal motion produced by a scissor algorithm can be very similar

to the motion produced by the CO-print algorithm that we used for the one-legged systems (Raibert, 1984;

Raibet and Brown, 1984). However, there is a stability problem that we have not yet solved. '-

The scissor algorithm we have in mind specifies that during flight the next leg be positioned to the negative of

the angle the previous leg had when it left the ground:

9]'
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S= -o (7.1)

where
desired angle of leg with respect to the vertical, and
angle of leg when foot last left the ground.

This could be used for any number of legs. What happens when the scissor algorithm is used for a series of

steps? For a biped with legs A and B, GA(t) = -8B(t), for all t. Let us assume for the moment that the

duration of stance is constant, and that the body moves forward during stance at a roughly uniform rate. If

leg A is placed forward of the center of the CG-print with angle 0 A , then the lift-off angle of that leg, 0A.,

will be less than it was at touch-down, IeM,01 < I .8J. Leg B is then placed according to the scissor
symmetry: 0 = -0q. This results in placement of leg B's foot behind the center of the CG-print.

However, when leg B leaves the ground its angle will be larger than it was at touch-down, I8 OI > i, &MI.

Moreover, the angle will have returned to the original touch-down angle of leg A, 03, -. The result

is that the system repeats its behavior after every pair of steps. Fig. 7-4. This pair of steps has a symmetry

that can maintain balance in the system.

This same mechanism will work properly during forward accelerations. Suppose that during stance an
external disturbance accelerates the system forward. The result is that the stance leg sweeps further back and

the lift-off angle of the stance leg is larger than it would have been without the disturbance. The other leg is

placed correspondingly further forward, compensating for the increased velocity. A decelerating disturbance

works in a corresponding manner. The acceleration need not be due to an external disturbance, but could be

caused by actions of the hip actuator, intended to stabilize the body attitude or to regulate forward speed.

They might even be caused by the actions of other legs in a more complicated system.

One way to look at the scissor algorithm is that it provides an alternate method for estimating the length of the

* - CG-print. The lift-off angle of the stance leg serves to indicate the system's forward velocity and ground time.

The faster the body moves forward relative to the ground, the further backward moves the foot during stance.
The foot also moves backward further when the system spends more time on the ground. Therefore, the

angle of the leg at lift-off is determined by the product of the average forward velocity and the duration of~stance.

• ":'-: EiT + w Sin ] .: -

." = Arcsin [T L IM] (7.2)-. ,R

The angle of the leg at lift-off is also influenced by the angle of the leg at touch-down. The product of average

velocity and ground time provides only the change of leg angle, so the starting angle of the leg at touch-down

will determine where it ends up.

When the leg is positioned in the center of the CO-print at touch-down, and when there is constant average

forward velocity, then touch-down and lift-off leg angles for a single stance period are equal and opposite.

..
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Under these circumstances, all steps are identical. When the foot is placed a distance Ax away from the center
of the CG-print and there is a constant average forward velocity, then every other pair of steps is the same,

but steps that are adjacent in time are mirror images of one another. The positions of the foot with respect to
the hip at touch-down and lift-offare skewed forward or backward by Ax on alternate steps. Fig. 7-4. Such a
pattern of paired anti-symmetric steps will provide balance despite the foot offset, provided the degree of
asymmetry is relatively small and the step rate is large.

There are two problems with the scissor algorithm as presented here. First. while in principle the algorithm is
able to generate a sequence of uniform symmetrical steps, in practice there is no mechanism to keep the
algorithm from drifting from a symmetrical stepping pattern to anti-symmetrical pairs of skewed steps. For
example, during simple hopping in place successive hops might carry the leg into pairs of more and more
skewed anti-symmetrical pairs. This problem might be overcome by somehow damping the foot placement
excursions, or perhaps by using information from previous steps to filter the two-step oscillations. Another
alternative might be to take both the touch-down and lift-off angles into account:

ad ..0..-.L, (7.3)

where
ad  desired angle of leg with respect to the vertical,
0 w  angle of leg when foot left the ground last time, and
0 LO angle of leg when foot touched the ground last time.

A second problem with the scissor algorithm is that it may not be responsive to sudden changes in the forward
velocity of the body. The algorithm is based on the idea that the ift-off angle of the leg gives information
about the forward velocity of the system. Actually, the information provided is about the forward velocity

averaged over the entire previous stance interval. In some cases the effective latency of this measurement
could result in sluggish corrective actions, and instability.

How do the motions produced by the scissor algorithm compare to those produced by the CO-print
algorithm? Consider the case where the foot is placed in the center of the CO-print, and the length of the

CO-print equals the duration of stance times the average forward velocity. For a multi-legged system, there is
a CG-print associated with each foot. We assume a constant ground time and constant forward velocity.

Under these circumstances, the displacement of the hip during stance is such that the angle of the stance leg at
lift-off is the same as it was at touch-down. Each step is identical, with equal touch-down and lift-off leg
angles. Therefore, for constant speed locomotion with no disturbances, and an appropriate starting . -

configuration, the scissor algorithm and the CG-print algorithm produce the same motion. Since it is hard to
estimate the length of the CG-print accurately, the scissor algorithm is attractive. It avoids the need to
measure the forward velocity of the system and the duration of stance.

To summarize briefly:

. .. , , .. ,
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" For any forward angle of the touch-down leg, a scissor algorithm will generate a pair symmetric
*" -steps.

" If the forward leg angle chosen by the scissor algorithm happens to put the foot in the center of
CG-print. then each step of the pair will be the same length.

& The scissor algorithm is really just a simpler and more direct way to measure the forward velocity --

and the duration of stance.
* ',...,., -

7.4 Why are Human Feet Long?

The one-legged systems we have built used locomotion algorithms that control forward velocity through

placement of the fOOL In particular, the control algorithm first calculates a forward position for the leg based

exclusively on the expected CG-print, the locus of points over which the system's center of gravity is expected

to travel during the next stance phase. Then the control algorithm modifies the leg position according to the

A' error in forward velocity. The equation for determining the desired foot position is (Raibert and Brown,

1984):

i T
Ax - T + K(x-xd (7.4)

2

where
Ax is the forward displacement of the foot with respect to the projection

of the center of gravity,
x is the forward velocity,
Xd is the desired forward velocity,

-T is the duration of a support period, and

Ks iafeedbackg
This method of velocity control is based on the idea that the system will undergo a net forward acceleration

during a single period of support, if the center of mass spends more time in front of the point of support than

behind it. When the controller wants to accelerate the system forward, the foot is displaced backward, to

increase the time the body spends in front of the foot. Backward acceleration is produced by moving the foot

forward. This method derives from our understanding of the inverted pendulum, and the symmetry of forces

and moments that develops during stance (Raibert, 1984). For a given forward velocity, placement of the foot

will determine the net forward acceleration of the system during stance.

Must the control system actively calculate K(X-id) to correct for errors in forward velocity, or could a long

foot, one extended in the direction of running, correct velocity errors by purely passive means? We have

concluded that an extended foot might perform the desired correction, but only if the length of the foot is.

comparable to the length of the CG-print.
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7.4.1 Circle Feet

C 4 z
,.-4

C -pint

Point of II.
Support

Fgure 7-9: The instantaneous point of support provided by an extended foot that forms an arc of a
circle, is determined by the angle of the leg with respect to the vertical and the radius of curvature of the
foot As the body moves forward, so does the point of support- Does the point of support move in a way
that provides velocity stability when there are velocity errors? See discussion in text.-o

'S.q

The starting point for these thoughts can be understood in terms of Fig. 7-9. Assume that on each step the
system spends a fixed time with the foot touching the ground, TsT. and that during the time the foot is on he
ground the body moves forward with a roughly uniform velocity. When the forward velocity corresponds to
the actual velocity, then placing the foot in the center of the CG-print causes the leg to sweep through a

pattern that has left-right symmetry during stance. The angle of the leg to the vertical at touch-down equals
the angle of the leg at lift-off, and the pattern of intervening leg angles is also symmetric.

The average point of support provided by a curved foot under these circumstances would fall on the center of
the CG-print. If the system were going faster or slower than expected, then the pattern of leg angles during
stance would be skewed to one side or the other, moving the average point of support away from the center of
the CG-print. Slower body travel would move the average point of support backward and faster travel would
move it forward. A circular foot would provide displacements of the point of support with the same sign as
those generated by Eq. (7.4). However, the magnitude of the corrections would be inadequate to provide '-

stability, for practical size feet.

First consider a wheel and axle that support a load. Figure 7-10. When the axle passes through the center of

the wheel, the wheel has no preferred orientation on the ground. When the axle passes through a point other
than the center, then the wheel will seek equilibrium at the point on the rim closest to the axle. There are two
factors that describe changes in the stability of the system for variations of the point at which the axle passes

through the wheel. As this point moves on a straight line from a point on the rim, A, through the center of
the wheel, to an opposite point on the rim (see Fig. 7-10:

* The preferred point of support on the rim changes abruptly from one side to the other as the axle
location moves through the center.

-. NO .-
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B

A B C ,:,

Figure 7-10 Wheels. LEFT: A normal wheel hap no preferred point of support. MIDDLE: If the axle
does not go through the center of the wheel, then the point on the rim closest to the axle is the preferred% support point. RIGHT: As the location of the axle moves from point A to point B, the degree of stability

goes through a minimum, and the location of the preferred point changes abruptly from A to B.

-The degree to which the system is stable with point A touching the ground changes monotonically
with the ratio: (distance between the axle axis and A)/(radius of wheel).

If we use a section of a wheel for a foot, then the radius of curvature of the foot and the length of the leg will

determine to what extent the foot improves stability. See Fig. 7-11. The gravitational tipping moment on an
inverted pendulum is related to the horizontal separation between the center of mass and the point of support.

-.4 , For a leg of length wL, a circular foot with a radius of curvature r, and an angle between the leg and the

vertica., 5. the horizontal separation between the center of mass and the point of support is:

Ax wL (w- 0sin(9 (7.5) .*-

The system is least stable when the foot is a point, r= 0, neutrally stable when r= w, and maximally stable
when the foot is flat, r=infinite.

The difficulty with this result is that the effective radius of curvature of the foot is limited by the arc length of

*the foot, L When the leg angle is greater than the foot angle, a in Fig. 7-11, then the point of support no
longer changes with increasing leg angle, so the effective radius of curvature of the foot zero. Therefore, a
circular foot with a large radius of curvature is equivalent to a foot with smaller radius of curvature, when the
support phase includes leg angles greater than 1/r.

To summarize:

* A point foot provides no stability.

* A foot with a smaller radius than the leg length is still unstable, but the destabilizing forces are
smaller, for the same deviation from unstable equilibrium.

e A foot with a larger radius than the leg length will provide stability.
,i 7 The effective radius of curvature of a foot is limited by the length of the foot. It decreases when

the leg angle is greater than the ratio of foot length to leg length, 9>L'r.

• " . . . " . . " " " " ' ' .. ' . , " .' . , . . ' . ' . ' . . " . " . . . . ..4. . . . ' . . . , " " ' " " . .. . ' .' ' ' . ' ' . - " . -, " . " - " x . .
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Figore7-11: The foot can be an arc of a circle of adius. r. The angle subtended by the foot is a. p.,..'

Another way to build a foot that has some of the characteristics of the circle foot, is to use a hinged member

with a centering spring that torques the foot toward a neutral position. The nature of the spring will

determine the exact characteristics of the stability function. However, the upper limit of the stability provided

by such a device is still governed by the length of the foot. As the spring becomes stiffer and stiffer, this

arrangement approaches the equivalent circular foot with an infinite radius of curvature. It cannot provide

greater stability.

The limitations of these passive schemes do not argue against the possibility of providing stability with an
* actively driven ankle.

7.4.2 Yaw Control

The discussion of a long foot has focused so far on the potential use of feet as a means of providing balance

and of controlling forward velocity in a simple way. Another reason for a long foot might be to provide

traction about the yaw axis. Quadrupeds and the hopping bipeds usually have more than one foot on the

ground at a time, so generating torques that stabilize motion about the yaw axis is not a big problem. Pairs of
horizontal forces can be used to generate yaw torque. But human running only entails single support.

Therefore each foot must have sufficient torsional traction to stabilize yaw orientation.

:-::;:j
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7.5 Foot Placement for Leaping

The algorithms that we have studied in the context of one-legged systems do a reasonably good job of
controlling the forward running velocity, but they do not provide a direct means for controlling precisely
where the foot is placed on a particular step. Precise foot placement is important if a legged system is to travel
in rough terrain. It is important where much of the terrain will not provide adequate support or where there
are obstacles. In these cases. the ability to place the foot precisely will permit the legged system to choose a
good foothold among many possible places to put the foot, or to approach an obstacle in a way that allows the
system to leap over it. See Fig. 7-12.

There are two classes of foot placement task. In one case, there is a single desired point on which to place the
foot. and several steps are available in which to make the necessary adjustments. Humans encounter this sort
of task when they jump a fence or ditch. The other case requires the foot to be placed in particular locations
on a number of consecutive steps. Using stepping stones to cross a stream is an example of this sort of task.

Of course, there is nothing stopping a control system from altering the leg angle during flight so that the foot
lands on any desired spot. The trick is to do this in a way that does not cause the system to tip over. In the
context of the control algorithms that we have already explored for one-legged systems, four strategies come
to mind for controlling foot placement while maintaining balance:

9 Adut hong heigh With forward velocity held constant, hopping height determines the
distance traveled during flight. The magnitude of thrust delivered by the leg could be adjusted on
each step to determine the location of the next foothold. The forward velocity control algorithm
could operate unchanged.

*Adu lg stiffness: The distance the body travels during stance, the length of the CG-prin, is the
product of the average forward velocity and the duration of stance. The duration of stance is
determined by the mass of the body and the stiffness of the leg. The control system can control
the length of the CG-print, and thereby influence where the foot will be placed on the next step,
by modulating the stiffness of the leg. This manipulation need not affect the forward velocity.

9 Adjst frwar velity* For a given stance duration and hopping height, the forward velocity
determines the stride length. The control system can manipulate forward velocity to place the
foot.

* -,. 1lacement: For a given leg stiffness and forward velocity, there is a particular location on
which the foot should be placed to keep the system balanced. The foot may be moved from this

Z::? location if corrective action is taken on subsequent steps. If the foot is displaced a distance Ax
from nominal on one step, then it can be displaced a distance -Ax on the next step. Ax must be
small enough so that the system does not tip over entirely before the next step can occur.

The direct placement method only produces a temporary change in the pattern of footholds. After the two
modified steps, subsequent footholds are located as they would have been had no maneuver been made. The
velocity method has the disadvantage that it requires forward velocity to change before placement changes. It
is our experience that several steps are required to change the forward velocity appreciably. This same

problem also exists for the height method in a system that cannot modify hopping height in o, ')ounce. We

A%
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believe that the height and stiffness methods are the most promising for the task of adjusting foot placement
for leaping.

7.6 Behavior During Stance

--.. .

N

.
.'2
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Figure 7-13: Path of the body during stance for different touchdown angles, 9l. ranging from -10 to 50
degrees. Simulation parameters: vertical velocity, z = 1 m/sec; forward velocity, x = 1 m/sec; body
nass, m = 16.3 kg; spring constant, k = 1000 N/m

Figure 7-13 shows paths of the hopper's body during stance for various touchdown angles. The task of

predicting these paths and their corresponding lift-off velocities is difficult; instead, we restrict our attention

to the paths which are symmetrical about the vertical axis. These paths result from correct placement of the
foot in the center of the CG-print.

The current algorithm to control horizontal velocity hinges on the ability to locate the center of the CG print.

The length of the print is estimated by multiplying the forward velocity by the duration of stance. The

duration of stance is obtained by measuring the previous stance phase, under the assumption that it does not
change appreciably from step to step. In order to maintain the forward velocity of the system, the foot is

placed in the center of the CG-print at touchdown.

This method of estimating the length of the CG-print is not entirely correct, since the forward velocity of the

system does not remain constant throughout stance. Since the foot is placed in front of the body at

touchdown, the horizontal component of the force acting on the body by the leg spring serves to decelerate

the body. Once the center of gravity of the body has passed over the foot, this force serves to accelerate the

"%
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body. Consequently, the average forward velocity of the hopper during stance is somewhat less than the

touchdown velocity. This means that the estimate of the CG-print is more than the actual print, causing the

leg to be placed too far forward.

... . -...- ,N

-.. .-..... ........... ...... ::

.... Forward Vel = 0.5 m/sec
Forward Vel = 1.0 m/sec

..... Forward Vel = 1.5 m/sec
.2 _ Forward Vel = 2.0m/soc
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- - Forward Vel = 3.0 rn/sec
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Figure 7-14: Path of the body during stance for different forward velocities In each case the foot was
placed in the center of the CG-print. Simulation parameters: vertical velocity. z = L4 m/sec; body
mas m = 16.3 kg: spring constant, k = 1000 N/m

The estimate of the length of the CO-print can be improved. An approximate value for the average forward
velocity during stance can be computed using simple observations about the path of the body during stance.

Figure 7-14 shows simulation data for a planar system. The figure plots the path of the body during stance Q."

when the foot is placed in the center of the CG-print for various forward velocities. The body is modeled as a

point mass (16.3 kg) affixed to a massless springy leg, with a spring constant of 1000 N/m. The extended leg

exerts a force on the body equal to the body's weight.

Note that each half of the trajectory followed by the body is nearly linear. Thus, the path followed by the
hopper's body can be approximated by two line segments. The average decelerating force exerted on the

hopper for the first half of the stance phase is approximately equal to the horizontal component exerted on
the body while at the middle of the segment: At this point, the leg is retracted to roughly one half of its total

retraction. Furthermore, the angle of the leg with respect to the vertical is roughly one half of the touchdown
angle (see Figure 7-15).

When the foot is placed in the center of the CG print at touchdown, the leg is maximally retracted halfway

through stance, when the leg is vertical. At this point, the vertical component or the body velocity is zero.
Therefore, at full retraction the leg must store the kinetic energy of the hopper due to its vertical velocity at

. * - .7
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-. 1x

Figure 7-15: Diagram that shows straight-line approximation to the path of the body during stance.
Also shown is the point at which the backward force exerted by the leg on the body is approximately
equal to the average backward force for the first half of stancei

touchdown and the change in potential energy. Actually, the leg is retracted even further to store some of theP
* kinetic energy due to forward velocity at touchdown. This additional retraction is difficult to calculate;

therefore, its effect is igpored.

By setting the kinetic energy due to the vertical velocity at touchdown equal to the potential energy of the leg
spring, we have:

mi 2  k~w-w9(7.6)
2 2 7

w = (7.7)

where
Z, are the vertical position and velocity of the body,
w is the length of the leg,

wo is the rest length of the leg,
m is thecmass of the body, and
k is the leg spring constant

The point of half-retraction is given by:

z= M0 - J (7.8)
-a "k

w. , * --
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The force exerted by the leg spring is:

f = k(w 0-z) (7.9)

If 9 is the leg angle at touchdown, then 9 / 2 is approximately the angle that locates the body in the center of
the line segment. The average force exerted along the horizontal during the first half of the stance phase is:

f= k (wo-z) sin( S) (7.10)
2

The distance the body moves during the first half of stance is:

Ax = T (7.11)
1 Sm 2

9.,' Therefore, the foot must be placed at the angle specified below:

Ax = wosin(*) (7.12)

Assuming that sin(2 9) 2 sin(*) and eliminating all intermediate quantities, we have:

9= Arcsin 2

2w0 + ( ' + 2mg)( - ) (7.13)
8 m

Figure 7-16 shows the leg angles required to maintain forward velocity, plotted as a function ofdthe forward

velocity. Three lines are shown. The first line was generated from a simulation, and represents the ideal leg
angles. The second line was generated using the new method, Eq. (7.13). The third line was produced using
the CG-print method. The data show that the angles computed by the new method are substantially closer to
the ideal values than those computed by the old method.

The validity of the new method was checked using data generated with a physical 2D hopping machine
(Raibert and Brown, 1984). This machine has a leg length, w0, of 0.5 m, a mass, m, of 8.6 kg, and an effective

* ... spring constant, k, of 1887 N/m. Data for three hops are given in Table 7-1.

Note that the predicted lengths of the CG prints based on the new method do indeed fall between the actual
prints and the old estimates. The success of this method hinges on the ability to obtain a good estimate for the
force exerted on the body by the leg. In order to comply with the derivations given above, a linear force law

was used to calculate the values in the table. Measuring the force and fitting the resultant data to a function
would provide a more accurate estimate of the length of the CG print.

* ,,, . ., . , . .... ..-.,....... . .,,u. .. -*., ,, ,- .. . - ... . . ..
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* For a Shannon Common Juggle, the following equation is satisfied: N

N D+F (7.14)

H D+V

where:
N is the number of objects,
H is the number of hands,
D is the dwell time, the time each object spends in contact with each hand,
F is the flight time, the time each object spends in the air, and
V is the vacant time, the time a hand contains no object.

I In his pursuit of devising machines that juggle, Shannon has formulated a theory of juggling that
relies on transformations of planar ellipses to represent the motions of each hand. The phase,
location, plane, and aspect ratio of the ellipses determine the type and shape of juggle.

These ideas about juggling make me think that juggling and dynamic legged locomotion have much in
common:

" Both are cyclic repetitive activities, for which the dynamics of the systems determine the rhythms.

" The terms dwell time, vacant time and flight time for juggling could correspond to stance time.
swing ine, andflight time for legged locomotion. Note that for a one-legged machine, swing time
equals flight time, while for a one ball/one hand juggle, vacant time equals flight time.

" In both juggling and running there are intermittent periods of support. In locomotion each foot
touches the ground for a fraction of the leg's step cycle. In juggling, each juggled object touches a
hand for only a fraction of the object's trip cycle.

9 In both there are bodies that move in a ballistic motion part of the time. Since it is not possible to . -
change the trajectory of a body's motion during the ballistic phase, precise control just before
launch is important.

o Shannon has a description of juggling that uses transformations of ellipses that are connected by
* ,,~ parabolic arcs. We in locomotion have a theory of balance that decomposes the problem into a

planar part and an extra-planar part. If both of these ideas were sound it would mean that 3D
juggling and 3D balance in locomotion might both be understood in terms of planar ideas.

Let us close this section thinking about the game of volleyball, and its relationship to locomotion. Imagine
two people warming up for a game of volleyball. The two players stand across the net from each other and hit
the ball back and forth. Since they are just warming up, they agree to hit the ball to the each other, rather
than to a location where it is hard to get. Each time the ball is in flight, it travels a planar, parabolic path. ...

Each time the ball is handled, its direction is reversed so that it will land in the hands of the other player. .,.

This arrangement of players and ball is very similar to the arrangement of legs and body found in a
locomotion system with two legs. The rocking motion of the body that characterize- biped walking and
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running are modeled here by the back and forth motion of the ball. Player contact with the ball is like leg
contact with the ground. The primary difference between the two cases is that in volleyball the legs do not
travel with the ball, but remain fixed to the ground.

This model also works for a quadruped doing the one-foot. Suppose four olayers stand at the comers of a

rectangle. and hit the ball to each other. Each player hits the ball in a fixed sequence. Each time the ball is in
flight, it travels a planar, parabolic path. Each time the ball is handled, the ball is redirected so that it will
land in the hands of the next player. The point is that in both the volleyball warmup and in quadruped
locomotion, the mass of the system must travel back and forth over the support points in order to sustain the
activity.

While what we have described so far corresponds to running in place, it is not hard to image the volleyball
players all progressing in the same direction at the same rate while they hit the ball back and forth. In this
case the forward motion is superimposed upon the up-and-down bouncing motion, and upon the rocking that
permits spacing of the players.

7.8 Do Locomotion and Manipulation Have a Common ground?

From time to time I worry about what those working on robot manipulation might learn from results in
legged locomotion, and what those of us studying locomotion might learn from the manipulation folks.

". .;,

--, My first observation is that in one respect, locomotion is a much harder problem than manipulator control. In
particular, the most important state variables in a locomotion system can not be measured directly using

• *.,* simple means. Of course, the internal variables, such as length of a leg, or orientation of the leg with respect

to the body, can be measured easily, but the position of the locomotion system in the room and its orientation
in space can only be determined using indirect methods. In contrast, there is usually not much trouble
determining where the hand of a manipulator is in space, or what its orientation is. One merely starts at the
fixed base and proceeds from link to link, using the joint angle sensors and simple kinematic transformations.
Furthermore, while the manipulator control system can use a separate motor to directly govern the action of
each manipulator joint, the translation and orientation of a locomotion system, at least a dynamic one, can
only be controlled indirectly, by making the system bounce, tip, and fall in the desired direction.

My second observation is that in one respect, manipulator control is a much harder problem than locomotion.
Our work on locomotion described in this and previous reports, relies on a simple, restricted set of leg and
body motions. The hopping motion is just the bouncing that results when springy legs and body are excited
in a simple way. We cannot control precisely when the foot will next touch the ground, nor when it will leave
the ground. During flight the leg is positioned only with regard to its final end-point, no trajectory control is
used. Despite these limitations, we are very happy with the systems' performance.

In contrast, a manipulator control technique that only applied to a restricted subclass of possible motions, or

:. ..
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one that only worked correctly in a portion of a manipulator's working volume, would be received by other
workers in manipulation with nothing short of hostility. Techniques for kinematics, dynamics, trajectory

control, and the use of sensors are expected to be general solutions that work everywhere in the work space

for the full range of possible joint motions.

My third observation is that one can reconcile these differences between locomotion and manipulation if one

recognizes that locomotion is a task, and that manipulator control is a tool. Locomotion is the task of
transporting the legged system and its contents from one point to another. Typically, the detailed leg motions
required to accomplish the locomotion task are only of indirect interest, perhaps as they affect the time or

efficiency of transportation. The motions of the legs are used to accomplish the locomotion goal. Likewise,

the task of manipulation is to cause parts to be stacked, placed, inserted, assembled, painted, etc. We
shouldn't care what motions the manipulator makes, provided that they accomplish the task.

When one thinks of manipulation in this way, in terms of the task the manipulator and its motions are to

accomplish, then the problems of indirect sensing and control are precisely the same for manipulation and
locomotion. The manipulation system has the same problem determining the relative positioning of hand and
workpiece, as the locomotion system has in figuring out where the payload is with respect to the destination.

The manipulation system has the same problem controlling the motions of the parts as the locomotion system

has controlling motions of the body.

In the same vein, once one thinks of manipulation in terms of the task to be accomplished, then one is free to
use specialized control methods that produce stereotyped motions that are only subsets of the motions the

manipulator can make.

Juggling is an example of such a task. Juggling is a form manipulation for which specialized motions have

been chosen by the human. The juggler seems to use planar elliptical motions of each hand for a wide range
of juggling operations, and the hand motions are very regular, indeed.
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